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The C offee Wheel

The Coffee Wheel is a simple but increasingly important concept which 
incorporates all the components needed to make the perfect espresso.

We believe that unless all parts of the puzzle are considered then perfection is not 
possible. We start with great tasting water moving through to the highest spec  
on-demand grinders available. Other things also need to be considered, e.g. you can’t 
make great tasting coffee with a dirty machine.

World class tools are also needed by todays Barista, all of which are included 
in this catalogue.

Once all of these points are covered just add interesting and beautiful coffees from 
around the world and rigorous and robust training and the sky is the limit.

We hope you enjoy our new catalogue and as the UK’s largest 
supplier of everything espresso I am sure there is something 
for everybody. Enjoy!
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A range of professionally designed new 
and innovative barista accessories, 
designed exclusively with today’s 
speciality coffee market in mind. Each 
and every product has been developed 
from the ground up using superior 
quality materials, production techniques 
and quality control. Products including 
knock boxes, tampers and tamping 
mats combine exquisite design and 
functionality.

Design and manufacturing specialist to the 
catering and coffee industry, Bonzer have 
always had a passion for innovative product 
design that stands the test of time. Founded 
in 1878 in East London the company has 
since evolved into the Bonzer brand. The 
company utilises modern industrial 
techniques but all products are assembled 
and finished by hand in East Sussex. Bonzer 
provide practical storage and front of house 
solutions for the coffee shop owner.

Europe’s leading manufacturer of 
beverage solutions equipment. 
Offering machines to serve filter 
coffee right through to bean to cup 
espresso machines. We supply 
everything from new equipment to 
all replacement spare parts.

Probably the best known name 
in water treatment on the planet 
and for a very good reason. Brita’s 
commercial offering is second to 
none and covers all sorts of catering 
applications but most notably 
coffee. The benefit of offering drinks 
made by Brita Filtered water has 
been measured and increased sales 
are a certainty. We’re proud to be 
Brita’s favoured beverage partner.

The Chemex Coffeemaker was invented in 1941 
by Dr. Peter Schlumbohm and is an elegant, 
one-piece, hourglass shaped vessel made of high 
quality, heat resistant glass that has truly stood 
the test of time. The Chemex® coffeemaker 
makes coffee that is clear, pure, flavourful and 
without bitterness or sediment. The coffee only 
comes in contact with the scientifically designed 
filter and non-porous glass. For those who like to 
brew coffee Chemex remains “the” 
coffeemaker to purchase.

We carry many of the leading brands available in the UK to the 
speciality coffee market. As the coffee industry has matured 
it has become apparent that today’s barista demands the best 
tools to serve exceptional coffee, with many choosing items 
from a number of specialist manufacturers. We believe within 
our offering you will find the product(s) to suit your needs and 
your budget.
It is always our aim to bring these leading brands to you 
at prices that make sense for your business. We offer bulk 
discounts on many of the popular items and are always happy 
to look at other items you want to buy in volume.

The suppliers we feature in this catalogue have spent many 
years and much investment creating the perfect solutions 
for your customers. There are always alternative products 
available, but by choosing products supplied by us you can 
rest assured that the item you buy is not just fit for purpose, 
but most likely THE best available.

The Aeropress was invented in 2005 by Aerobie 
and has rapidly become a cult product in the world 
of speciality coffee. Developed on the premise that 
a lower temperature reduces acidity and bitterness 
producing a sweeter tasting cup of coffee, the 
Aeropress uses a fine grind and unique brew style 
that maximises coffee purity and extracts every last 
drop of flavour. Professional baristas and roasters 
agree that the Aeropress has the ability to produce 
the same quality coffee as a machine worth 
hundreds of pounds. 

Our Brands
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OUR BRANDS

Clever Coffee

Long established Italian family run business. 
The quality of the grinders they produce is 
outstanding and their on-demand grinders 
are global leaders. “I would happily say 
that it would be hard to match the quality 
of the precision engineering that comes 
with a Macap grinder and at the price point 
no other manufacturer comes any where 
near!” Quote James Russell.

Espresso Gear is a Swedish design, invention 
and production company founded in 2000 
and focussed on the modern speciality coffee 
market. Featuring innovative and original 
designs and quality products, Espresso Gear’s 
portfolio has raised the bar for professional 
coffee tools and accessories. Based in 
Gothenburg, southwest Sweden, Espresso 
Gear’s stated goal is to constantly be one 
step ahead with new fun and clever gear, 
which really adds significant value to the 
daily work of a barista. 

The Clever Coffee dripper 
originated in Taiwan manufactured 
by Abid and is a cross between 
a French Press and a filter cone. 
Much lauded, the coffee is 
steeped in the conical vessel for 
a matter of minutes before being 
dispensed via the ingenious 
gravity valve built onto 
the bottom.

The name HARIO is derived from the 
King of Glass (Hario). Founded in 1921 
and manufacturers of heatproof glass, 
Hario are winners of hundreds of design 
awards and continue to create the 
finest most desirable equipment for 
the manual brewing of coffee and tea. 
The V60 system, Hario’s most famous 
invention has spearheaded interest in 
manual coffee brewing because the 
origin, varietal and roast emerge all 
from the coffee. Hario’s products are 
a marriage of quality and functionality.

With over a decade of experience in the hospitality 
industry, Crema Pro understands the importance 
of quality equipment to produce excellent coffee 
and offers a range of premium quality, durable 
and stylish espresso machine accessories for 
baristas and passionate coffee lovers. Supplying 
tampers, tamper mats, knock bins, cocoa shakers, 
coffee thermometers and group head brushes and 
available in a range of classic colours, Crema Pro 
is the perfect choice to deliver delicious tasting 
coffee to your customers, every time.

Well known Italian manufacturer 
of shower screens and filter 
baskets. A few years ago they took 
this process to another level and 
now offer products that allow the 
brewing process of espresso coffee 
to be done to exacting standards 
that many world barista champions 
now use. Check out the details on 
our website to understand what 
these clever people have to offer.

Cunill have manufactured entry 
level espresso grinders for a very 
long time. Whilst the trend is very 
much towards the upper end of the 
market it is accepted that when a 
budget machine is needed Cunill 
can and does deliver outstanding 
results for a grinder in its class.
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OUR BRANDS

In 2005 Pallo’s Coffeetool group head brush, 
revolutionized group head cleaning. Baristas 
no longer needed to worry about scalding 
their hands while cleaning the group head and 
the brush quickly became a barista essential. 
All of Pallo’s cleaning tools have been 
designed to make cleaning and maintenance 
faster and easier for baristas and roasters. Go 
ahead and give these products a try, you’ll not 
only save time, but will taste the difference 
in your next cup of coffee! Range includes 
brushes for cleaning group heads, steam 
wands, grinders and more.

Australian made, every aspect of the design 
of a Pullman tamper is there to enhance 
performance, endurance, and aesthetic 
appeal; from the ergonomic handle, the 
dimensions and angles on the base, and 
the TrueTamp rings to assist in getting 
an even tamp. They’re not just another 
production-line tamper each tamper is an 
individual work of art, measured, weighed 
and stamped with its own serial number 
If you are serious about coffee then 
a Pullman tamper is a must.

What is known as Taylor Precision 
Products today actually started 
out as two separate companies 
that joined together in the 1990s. 
Based upon the company’s 
founding motto of “accuracy first” 
Taylor manufacture a range 
of thermometers and 
timers where precision 
is key. 

Founded in 1899 in Bayreuth, Germany Walkure 
have been producing high quality ceramics for 
the catering and hospitality industry for over 100 
years. Their range of tea and coffee ceramics 
really is the best available in the market 
today. Every item in the range has been 
carefully designed to maximise the 
coffee drinking experience and to 
enhance the flavour profile and 
presentation of your coffee/tea. 
What’s more every piece has 
been fired between 3-5 times 
giving a glaze that will last years.

Puly was originally founded in 1961 by the same 
family that still owns the company to solve a 
problem presented to them by Faema coffee 
machine company and that was to produce a 
specialist product to clean the coffee oils from 
espresso machine group heads. This was to be 
the start of one of Europe’s strongest coffee 
related brands who now offer many different 
cleaning solutions for all sorts of commercial 
and domestic coffee machines. There are 
many in the industry who simply would not use 
another product.

VST baskets are made in the 
US of A! They are individually 
checked and each supplied with a 
certificate to show they make the 
grade. As filter baskets go these 
are the daddy, so if money is no 
object and you truly want to be 
ahead of the pack treat yourself. 
Again more information 
available on jesuk.com

Founded in Taiwan in 1995, Café 
Tiamo manufactures kitchenware and 
contemporary products 
for tea and coffee brewing. 
The range includes syphon 
coffee makers, pour over 
coffee equipment, coffee 
drippers, cafetieres, barista 
accessories and tea products. 
High quality products at 
genuinely affordable prices.

Motta founded in 1967 is an Italian 
producer of high quality stainless 
steel goods to the hospitality industry. 
Renowned for their milk foaming jugs 
(which are for many the benchmark 
in frothing jugs), their barista supplies 
range has expanded significantly in 
recent years and now includes a wide 
range of tampers, jugs, thermometers, 
mats and other handy tools.
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ACCESSORIES  |  Knock Boxes

Knock Out Box in S/S Surround
Free-standing knock box, ideal for smaller 
outlets. Stainless steel finish and removable 
stainless steel insert for emptying/cleaning. 
The knock box is supplied as standard with a 
rubberised bar and rubber gasket to ensure 
quiet operation.
• W182mm x H157mm x D193mm
• Weight 1.5Kg
• Insert: D175mm x W160mm x H135mm

Code
 3039

Open Knock Out Box - Square
Free-standing open base knock-out box. 
Set into counter top and simply place a 
waste bin underneath for coffee grounds 
to pass directly into. Easy to remove and 
clean. High quality stainless steel finish.
• W160mm x H135mm x D175mm
• Weight 0.5Kg

Closed Knock Box
Free-standing knock-out bucket or set 
into counter top. Ideal for smaller outlets. 
High quality stainless steel finish. The 
knock box is supplied as standard with a 
rubberised bar to ensure quiet operation.
• W160mm x H135mm x D175mm
• Weight 0.5Kg

Code
 1102

Code
 3090

Knock Box with Silicone Mat - 
Stainless Steel
Knock yourself out! The Pisa Knock box is 
made from recycled stainless steel, polished 
to a mirror finish. It stands firmly on a die 
cast tamping mat. The tamping mat is made 
from food safe silicone and effectively 
muffles the knocking sound. The top is 
removable to make emptying easy. The inner 
sides of the container are coated black to 
hide stains. The Pisa is simply more stylish 
and a little smarter.

Code
 20258

NewNew

Knock Box Coffee’s Been
Free-standing lightweight knock-box. Extremely 
durable material, with rubberised non-slip base. 
Easy to clean with replacement rubber sleeve 
for knock bar available (see above -  4768).
Large - Ideal for use in smaller outlets
• H175mm x 158mm (base dia) x 110mm  

(top dia.) Overall diameter inc. bar 145mm
• Weight 0.4Kg
Small - Ideal for domestic use
• H110mm x 158mm (base dia.)
• Weight 0.3Kg

Code Colour Size
 8921 Red Large
 1625 Black Large

Code Colour Size
 8929 Red Small
 8584 Black Small

Large capacity 
floor standing 
unit frees up  
counter space

Code
 8936

Knock Tube  
Commercial Unit Coffee’s Been
Standing at 860mm, this sturdy commercial 
size knock bin is made from hard wearing 
polypropylene. It can be easily separated into 
three parts for easy and thorough cleaning, and 
includes a barista cloth that attaches to either 
side of the knock bin via carabiner hook. Small 
vents at the base of the knock bin prevent a 
vacuum seal from forming once a plastic bag has 
been placed inside. Height 860mm.

Code Colour
 20233 Red
 20234 Black

Plastic Knockbox 
The Tiamo Knock box is made from ABS plastic. 
The bottom features a silicon surface so it does 
not slip when used. 11 cm in diameter and 10 
cm high. Good looking and the size makes it a 
perfect companion for home users.

NewNew

Under Counter Knock Out Drawer
Another space-saving knock box. This one 
screws underneath any bar or counter 
and can be pulled out to use. High quality 
stainless steel finish. Extremely durable.
• W375mm x H160mm x D410mm
• Weight 3.3Kg

Code
 3644

Tamping mat helps 

to reduce sound
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Knock Boxes  |  ACCESSORIES

Premium Drawer For Coffee 
Grounds - Stainless Steel
This is our brand new premium 
grade brushed stainless steel finish 
knock box. Constructed from high 
grade wrapped stainless steel 
with a smooth finish and soft 
edges it offers an attractive 
and ergonomic solution to 
the disposal of used coffee 
grounds. The addition of 
ventilation holes means loose coffee 
from the grinder on top can be simply 
swept away with the added benefit 
that you will never again 
have mouldy coffee 
pucks! 

NewNew

PRO-FONDI 
A unique and innovative product that optimizes 
filter cleaning. No more banging and 
damaging group handles or boxes. 
Simply place the handle in the Pro Fondi 
and the rotary cleaning action automatically 
starts.

The unique design quickly cleans around the 
inside of the group head and reduces footboard 
soiling and beating the portafilter.

It also takes up much less space than a traditional 
knock box and fits in the smallest of workspaces. 
With no ‘banging’ of the group head it reduces the 
risk of barista shoulder injury and greatly improves 
acoustic comfort of customers.

It is simple, fast, efficient and hygienic, 
guaranteeing the perfect coffee taste every time.

Features:
• Laboratory tested to optimize the filter cleaning and improve taste
• Gentle action reduces filter replacement and abrasion of the groups
• Faster and ergonomically designed to reduce arm and shoulder injury
• Hygienically collect and disposes of coffee grounds
• H280mm x W140mm x Dia100mm     
• Weight 2.5Kg        
• Watts 220v-12V, 2A, 50-60Hz

Silicon knock bar for quiet operation Screwed on feet

Cafelat Tubbi
The perfect accessory 
to help you dispose of 
your espresso pucks. 
It’s a brilliant, yet very simple design. All it is, is a plastic tub and a bar! No nuts, 
bolts or anything. It’s small but can comfortably hold 40 double pucks (large) or 
10 double pucks (small) of coffee before it needs emptying. To empty just lift the 
rubber bar out and discard the coffee as you wish. A silicon ring on the bottom 
prevents it moving about the place and also helps to reduce the noise.

Cafelat Drop Knockbox 
Suitable for high volume coffee shops or for 
commercial business. Requires 160mm diameter 
cutout in counter. Material: Stainless Steel tub, 
rubber bar with a solid steel bar and rubber parts. 
Weight :1Kg

Code
 18056

Small Large
Colour Code Code
Black  18047  18043
Red  18048  18044
Blue  19859  19860
Yellow/Green  19857  19858

Ventilation holes also allow loose grounds to be swept away

No more banging! 

Fast and quite  

way to clean  

your group head.

NewNew

NewNew

Premium Drawer  
Special Offer!*

Buy any Macap or Cunill 
grinder with our new premium 
coffee grounds drawer and 
we’ll let you have the drawer 
for less.

Visit us online for offer code.

See our full range of 
Cunill Grinders on

p.69 - 72

Code
 19408

Features: 
Box construction 
- no rollers; Knock bar 
housing is extremely secure 
with 6 fixings each side. Knock box feet are fitted/fixed with screws 
not glued. Silicon type compound knock bar for silent operation and 
long-life. Drawer Dimensions: Height: 106mm x width 258mm x 
depth 382mm; Weight 4KG; Bar:  19409 250mm x 34mm dia.

NewNew

Visit us online for details of all Macap/Cunill Grinder & Knock Drawer packages

Code
 19353
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ACCESSORIES  |  Milk Jugs

Straight-Sided Stainless 
Steel Foaming Jugs
Our best-selling straight-sided 
milk foaming jug. High quality 
stainless steel, pouring spout 
designed to make milk pouring 
as easy as possible. Perfect for 
latte art. 6 sizes.

Teflon Coated 
Foaming Jugs
Our best-selling straight 
sided foaming jugs 
are now available with 
a teflon coating. This 
coating means that the 
jug is super quick and 
easy to clean after use. 
Simply rinse or wipe 
with a damp cloth  
and the jug is ready to 
be re-used.  
Ideal for busy outlets.

Bell Shaped Jugs
Bell shape for easy milk frothing 
and large pouring lip.

Deluxe Frothing Jug - 
Original Motta Jug
Original motta 18/10 stainless steel 
jug. Bell shaped jug for easy milk 
frothing & prominent spout give 
the barista ultimate control over 
milk pouring for latte art & other 
milk based drinks

Espresso Gear  
Foaming Jug
This milk pitcher is coated in a non-stick coat, 
that enables the milk after being heated, to 
be easily rinsed off in running water. The 
Teflon is hard wearing and durable. These are 
especially great if you have a busy café with 
just a quick rinse or wipe with damp cloth, 
you’re ready to go again.  
Not only functional, they also look very cool!

Code Size
 15714 0.35 Litre - Black
 18070 0.6 Litre - Black
 18071 1 Litre - Black
 15715 1.5 Litre - Black
 19697 0.6 Litre - Red
 19698 1 Litre - Red
 19699 0.6 Litre - Green
 19700 1 Litre - Green
 19701 0.6 Litre - Blue
 19702 1 Litre - Blue

Code Size
 20265 0.35 Litre Black
 20266 0.6 Litre Black
 20267 0.35 Litre Red
 20268 0.6 Litre Red
 20269 0.35 Litre White
 20270 0.6 Litre White

Code Size
 17040 150ml
 17041 350ml
 3803 600ml
 3091 1 Litre
 3003 1.5 Litre
 3004 2 Litre

Code Size
 1498 750ml
 1499 1 Litre

Code Size
 20432 350ml
 6100 500ml
 6101 750ml
 6102 1 Litre
 9551 1.5 Litre

NewNew

best
seller
best
seller

Coloured Thermometer Clip
Colour coded thermometer clips identify 
what milk is in your milk pitcher. No more 
milk contamination & no more using milk 
tops! 

Code Colour
 20237 Red (Skimmed)
 20239 Green (Semi-Skimmed)
 20238 Blue (Whole)

NewNew

NewNew

Code Size
 20469 0.6 Litre - Skinny
 20470 1 Litre - Skinny
 20473 0.6 Litre - Full Fat
 20474 1 Litre - Full Fat

Teflon coated allows for 

a quick and easy clean!

Code Size
 20471 0.6 Litre - Soya
 20472 1 Litre - Soya
 20467 0.6 Litre - Chocolate
 20468 1 Litre - Chocolate

Etched Foaming Jugs
Perfect for identifying milk types, our most popular jugs have been etched on 
both sides with the type of milk/product. A stylish solution. Choose from full 
fat, skinny, soya or chocolate.

Code Size
 20403 0.3Ltr

Tiamo Silicone Jug 0.3 Ltr
0,3L pitcher with a collar of thick silicon 
that keeps your hand from getting warm. It 
also makes the grip more comfortable and 
increases control when pouring latte art.

NewNew

In 3 colours for full fat, 

semi or skimmed milk Etched on 
both sides
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Tamping Mats  |  ACCESSORIES

Cafelat Silicone Tamping Mat Corner 
(Boxed)
Great for baristas who like to tamp with the 
filterholder on the edge of the table. A unique 
product that fits in the smallest barista workstations. 
Carefully designed not to obscure cabinet doors or 
drawers. 100% odour free silicone, fully food safe, 
dishwasher friendly and highly durable.
• Length: 210mm
• Width: 145mm
• Overhang: 40mm
• Depth: 10mm
• Colour: black
• Product weight: 430g

Cafelat Silicone Tamping Trapeze  
Flat Mat (Boxed)
A must-have for every barista workstation!  
Gives effective cushioning when tamping 
hundreds of times per day, also prevents filter 
holders scratching expensive counters.  
Push up against a grinder or messy dosers to 
collect stray grinds.
100% silicone: odour-free, fully food safe, 
dishwasher friendly and highly durable.
• Length: 210mm
• Width: 140mm
• Depth: 10mm
• Product Weight: 308g

best
seller
best
seller

NewNew

Can be pushed against doser to catch spills

Code
 18058

Code
 18057

Economy Milk 
Tamping Mat
Use when frothing milk 
with any of our jugs.
• Size: 148 x 135mm

Premium Commercial 
Tamper Mat 
Protect your benchtop 
while performing the 
perfect tamp with 
Crema Pro’s tamper 
mat. The mat provides a 
sturdy base in order to tamp 
coffee grind with a consistent 
distribution of pressure across 
the whole surface, which is key 
to producing delicious tasting 
coffee. Made from food-grade 
compound rubber.
Available in two sizes:
• 150mm x 100mm - ideal for 

small jugs & domestic/use.
• 150mm x 200mm - ideal for 

larger jugs & commercial use.

Tamping Mat with Dropped Edge
The overhang design is ideal for use with single 
group handles, allowing you to tamp down with 
even pressure to produce delicious tasting 
coffee, every time. Made from  
food-grade compound rubber. 
• Size: 150mm x 200mm x 

45mm (drop).

Cafelat Silicone Tamping  
Mat Splat (Boxed) 
Our smallest tamping mat featuring a small 
overhang so you can tamp on the corner edge. 
100% silicone: odour-free, fully food safe, 
dishwasher friendly and highly durable.
• Depth: 10mm
• Product weight: 182g

Robusta  
Tampermat  
- Espresso Gear
A tough, durable tamping mat is a must to protect 
an expensive wood or stainless work bench. Made 
from 3mm Food-Safe Silicone, it is small enough 
to fit perfectly in home kitchens or smaller bars. 
• 100% Food-Safe silicone
• 140mm in Diameter

Edge Tamping Mat Silicone  
- Espresso Gear
The Edge tamping mat is a development of the 
smaller Robusta tamper mat. Same food safe 
silicone, but larger in size and much thicker for 
durability. Its added edge firmly locates it even 
when placed on coffee dust or working surfaces. 
• 100% Food-Safe silicone
• 140mm long x 200mm 

wide x 7 mm thick

Code Size
 8966 150 x 100mm
 8967 150 x 200mm

Code
 9463

Code 
 3079

Attento Clickmat - Espresso Gear
Feeds back barista performance by emitting a 
“click sound” when tamped with a specific force 
between 10 to 25 kg. Settings can be adjusted 
using any of our scales and allen key enclosed.
Stainless steel, black nylon and food safe silicone.
• 107mm Diameter 
• 15mm thick including 

body of stainless  
steel plate

NewNew

NewNew
NewNew

NewNew
‘Click’ sound 
ensure the 
correct tamp 
every time!

Code
 20259

Great value!

Code
 20260

Code
 20262

Code Colour
 18060 Red
 18059 Black
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ACCESSORIES  |  Tampers

Metal Finish 
Tamper  
Stainless 
Steel
57mm

Coffee Tamper Black Plastic 
48/57mm, Weight 30g

Code Colour
 15646 Black
 15645 Blue
 17135 Red

Code Colour
 20488 Red
 20489 Blue
 20490 Yellow

Code
 18212

Code Colour
 18211 Red
 20183 Black

Code Colour
 18010 Black
 18011 Red

Premium 
Wooden 
Tamper
57mm

Coffee 
Tamper 
Metal
Weight 220g

Motta Double  
Diameter Tamper
53mm/58mm  
Premium Stainless Steel

Motta 
Economy 
Tamper
58mm 

Motta Wooden 
Coffee Tamper 
with Colour  
Handle
58mm

Aluminium  
Deluxe 
Tamper
57mm

Motta 9 Bar  
Coffee Tamper 
with Black  
Handle
58mm

Tamper Coffee’s Been Cafelat 57mm Pillar  
Tamper with Box and Tamper Seat

Code Size
 3881 53mm
 3880 57mm

Code
 0119

Code
 9462

Code
 6099

Code Colour Size
 8942 Black 53mm
 8937 Black 58mm
 8938 Red 58mm

NewNew

Code
 9906

Code
 20433

Great value 
double ended 
tamper! 

Wooden  
Coffee  
Tamper

Code Size
 3811 57mm
 3810 53mm

best
seller
best
seller

NewNew

NewNewNewNew

NewNew

Code Size
 15893 53mm
 15892 58mm

Motta Wooden 
Coffee Tamper 
- Flat Base

Motta Rainbow 
Resin Tampers
58mm. High quality, 
practical yet fun 
and funky! 
Stainless 
steel base. NewNew
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Tampers  |  ACCESSORIES

Code
 18026

NewNew
NewNew

Code Size
 20255 57mm
 20254 58mm
 20256 53mm

Code
 20257

Code
 20272

Code Colour
 18022 Violet Wood
 18024 Zebra Wood
 18025 Aluminium

NewNew

Code Colour
 18014 Violet Wood
 18016 Zebra Wood
 18017 Aluminium

Cafelat 57mm Drop Tamper 
with Box and Tamper Seat

Cafelat 57mm Nikka Tamper 
with Box and Tamper Seat

Cafelat 53mm Tamper -  
Steel Base

Primo Tamper
Tamping has never felt this 
luxurious! The Primo is a tall 
tamper with a twist of Art Deco. 
Just like the Barista, the Primo 
has a hollow base for perfect 
balance. It is, of course, made 
from hand polished stainless 
steel. The brass marking signals 
that this is a pro tamper for the 
selective espresso connoisseur. 
A true piece of craftsmanship!
58mm

Oak Wood Handle

Cafelat Tamper Seat

Tamper Seat 
(Silicon)

Stainless Steel 
Tamping Stand

Motta Tamping Stand - 
Premium Stainless Steel 
Premium 
stainless steel

Code
 17127

Code
 15710

Code
 9907

Code
 20564

Code Colour
 18051 Black
 18052 Red

Code Colour
 20281 Black
 20282 Red
 20283 Brown
 20284 Green
 20285 Blue
 20286 Pink

Luce Handle (only)
NewNew

NewNew

NewNew

NewNew

NewNew

NewNew

Tamper Seat 
(Black Silicon)
I/D 60Mm

Code
 17128 NewNew

NewNew

NewNew
NewNew

Code Colour
 20274 Black
 20275 Red
 20276 Brown
 20277 Green

Barista Handle (only)

Luce Tamper Black
The Presso Luce is Espresso 
Gear’s light, inexpensive 
alternative. Where others 
might choose low quality to cut 
product price, Espresso Gear 
simply chose a new approach. 
Mostly plastic, but also, top 
notch hand polished stainless 
steel. Comes in black but can 
be upgraded with extra colour 
handles. Easy to change.

Code Colour
 20278 Blue
 20279 Pink
 20280 Orange

NewNew

Code Size
 20251 58mm
 20252 57mm
 20253 53mm

Barista Tamper Black
This is not just any tamper.  
The Presso Barista has been 
Espresso Gear’s most loved 
tamper since day one. It is 
a perfect example of smart 
Espresso Gear engineering. 
Comes in black, but can be 
upgraded with a extra handle 
of your choice, which is easy 
to change.

Motta Tamping 
Stand - Premium 
Stainless Steel 
With Lip
Premium stainless steel
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ACCESSORIES  |  Pullman Tampers

Barista Amaranth Pink

Barista Cobalt Blue

Barista Jarrah Dark 
Red Wood

Barista Wenge 
Black Wood

Nexus Acetal Plastic Nexus Checkerboard 
Wood

Nexus Jarrah Wood

Barista Malabar 
Light Gold

Barista Stealth Black Barista Tiger  
Orange Bronze

Barista Dark Gold Russet

Barista Forest Green Barista Grape

Barista Argent SilverBarista Burgundy Red

Barista Checkerboard 
Wood

Code Size
 19144 53mm
 19157 57mm
 19165 58mm
 15770 58.4mm

Code Size
 19152 53mm
 15778 57mm
 19174 58mm
 19178 58.4mm

Code Size
 19142 53mm
 19155 57mm
 19163 58mm
 15768 58.4mm

Code Size
 19146 53mm
 19159 57mm
 15772 58mm
 19168 58.4mm

Code Size
 19151 53mm
 15777 57mm
 19173 58mm
 19177 58.4mm

Code Size
 19137 53mm
 15764 57mm
 15765 58mm
 19140 58.4mm

Code Size
 19145 53mm
 19158 57mm
 15771 58mm
 19167 58.4mm

Code Size
 19143 53mm
 19156 57mm
 19164 58mm
 15769 58.4mm

Code Size
 19138 53mm
 15766 57mm
 15767 58mm
 19141 58.4mm

Code Size
 19154 53mm
 15780 57mm
 19176 58mm
 19180 58.4mm

Code Size
 19153 53mm
 15779 57mm
 19175 58mm
 19179 58.4mm

Code Size
 19136 53mm
 15762 57mm
 15763 58mm
 19139 58.4mm

Code Size
 19148 53mm
 19161 57mm
 15774 58mm
 19170 58.4mm

Code Size
 19147 53mm
 19160 57mm
 15773 58mm
 19169 58.4mm

Code Size
 19150 53mm
 15776 57mm
 19166 58mm
 19172 58.4mm

Code Size
 19149 53mm
 19162 57mm
 15775 58mm
 19171 58.4mm

Every element in the assembly and design of 
a Pullman Tamper has been chosen to make it 
the best tool for its intended purpose. Choose 
from the Barista or Nexus tamper. The Barista 
tamper is the ULTIMATE TAMPER, a unit which 
meets the unique requirements of high-volume 
high-quality commercial espresso coffee shops. 
The Nexus tamper offers a classic ergonomic 
shape, a choice of handle and base styles and 
simple but solid components. The Nexus is a 
mid-range product and is ideal for those who don’t 
need the features or higher price of the Barista.

Barista Tamper Benefits:
• Handles inlaid with a high-impact acetal 

knocking cap (except acetal) to help dislodge 
any loose coffee grounds by tapping the 
portafilter with the top of the tamper handle

• Customise to the individual barista by adding 
one of the 3 height adjustment spacers

• Consistent tamping: TrueTamp guide rings 
ensure the tamper is level and help you tamp 
to exactly the same point each time

• Base is inlaid with an ergonomic rubber 
compression zone to maximise comfort and 
to minimise fatigue for high-volume users

NewNew

Need a new handle or different sized base? 
Visit our website.
You can purchase different coloured 
handles and different sized bases for your 
existing Pullman Tampers.
We also carry replacement spacers.
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Thermometers  |  ACCESSORIES

Large Economy 
Thermometer  
Dual Dial
Large economy thermometer 
dual dial 0-220˚ F and 0-100˚ C. 
Shows optimum frothing 
temperature. Ideal for large 
1.5 and 2 litre jugs. Stem 8”.

Code
 3805

Code
 20261

Frothometer: Liquid Crystal Label Thermometer
New design and improved technology. Exclusive to us this 
waterproof label thermometer fixes directly onto your frothing 
jug. Single colour liquid crystal indicators turn red instantly once  
temperature is reached. Dual dial - centigrade & fahrenheit 
includes an inbuilt temp. offset of 3 degrees c. Dishwasher safe, 
waterproof and long-lasting. Optimum froth zone indicator with 
extra temp. crystal which shows when the milk is too hot. Plastic 
composite with liquid crystal slots. Size 78mm x 25mm

Taylor Cappuccino  
Thermometer and Clip For Milk Jug
Premium thermometer. Easy to read zoned dial 
for optimum frothing temperatures. Temperature 
range 120˚ F to 180˚ F. Sealed dial prevents fogging. 
Temperature zone indicator. 5” (125mm) Stainless 
steel stem. Includes clip to attach to frothing jug. 
Suitable for all jugs up to 1 litre in size. Packaged 
individually.

Code
 18009

Thermometer Calibration Tool
See our online guide for how to calibrate a 
thermometer.

Code Colour
 20237 Red (skimmed)
 20239 Green (Semi-skimmed)
 20238 Blue (Whole)

Attento Liquid Crystal 
Label Thermometer -  
Espresso Gear
The Attento is a thermo-label which 
you stick on your frothing pitcher. 
The label has liquid crystal sensors 
which indicate the accurate 
temperature by turning from green 
to black. Faster than lightning! 
Liquid Crystals react instantly when 
a certain temperature 
is reached.

Motta Dual Dial Frothing  
Thermometer with Optimum  
Froth Zone Markings
Dual dial thermometer with optimum frothing 
zone. Large easy to read thermometer face. 
Comes boxed and supplied with clip.
• Length 5” 
• Diameter 40mm

Code
 9524Thermometer Coffee’s Been

Achieve the perfect temperature for your milk 
using Crema Pro’s Dual Dial Milk Thermometer. 
Made from 304 stainless steel, it features a 
clip for easy attachment to the milk jug and 
stainless steel probe. Clip also features a cut 
out which doubles up as a handy calibration 
tool. Packaged individually.
• Temp 0-100 degrees C & 0-200 degrees 

Fahrenheit
• Optimum froth zone indicated
• Stem 5.5”/140mm

Code
 8968

Economy Thermometer 
with Clip Dual Dial
Small economy frothing thermometer.  
Dual dial 0-220˚ F and 0-100˚ C.  
Shows optimum frothing temperature.  
125mm x 25mm includes clip.  
Suitable for all jugs up to 1 litre size. Stem 5”.

Code
 3077

NewNew

NewNew

NewNew

NewNewCode
 20224

Thermometer with Rubber 
Top - Café Tiamo
Classic Thermometer stick but with 
a rubber top. It comes with a clip 
for attaching to a pitcher or to be 
removed when placing through the 
knob of a kettle. 0 - 120˚c.

Code
 19274

Code
 1232

Coloured  
Thermometer Clip
Colour coded clip holds 
thermometer in place in milk 
jug whilst steaming.

NewNew

best
seller
best
seller

Stainless steel probe with clip

Ideal for use  
in kettles
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ACCESSORIES  |  Scales

Union Jack Truweigh Miniscale 
Truweigh scale with a lid decorated with the Union 
Jack. This makes the scale a memorable and 
commemorative weighing miniscale. The stainless 
steel platform and detachable lid with backlit 
display and easy to use functions remain in place 
on this very popular scale. 
• 600g x 0.1g

Mini Table Top Scale
A very popular mini scale with a design similar to a 
table top scale. This stylish and quality scale has a 
raised platform and the backlit display is set at an 
angle for ease of viewing. Comes with a separate 
full covering large lid/bowl and four modes. 
• 500g x 0.1g.  

Modes g/oz/gn/dwt

On Balance Scale with Extra  
Large Tray 
This 600 x 0.1g scale includes a large tray for 
weighing coffee. The scale sits inside the tray 
for storage - a clever compact design.
• 600 x 0.1g

Envy Series 
Miniscale
This scale has a large 
stainless steel platform, 4 easy to use function 
buttons and a green backlit display for a clearer 
view of the weighing quantity. Most importantly it 
comes with two large weighing trays both acting 
as a lid and protection to the overall scale. 
• 500g x 0.01g Modes: g/oz/ozt/dwt/ct/gn
• 2000g x 0.01g Modes: g/oz/ozt/dwt/ct/gn

Tanita Tangent 
Digital Scales with 
Protective Pouch
The Tangent 102 is an economical solution to ultra 
portability and precision weighing. The scale reads 
in four modes of operation: gram, ounce, troy 
ounce, and penny weight, with a 100g. capacity 
and reads in precise 0.1g. increments. Features: 
a 4-digit LCD display, translucent protective cover, 
and an energy saving auto power-off feature. 
Comes complete with 1 x CR3032  
batteries and soft travel case. 
• D140mm x W68mm

Tuff-Weigh Scales 1000 x 0.1 Gram 
- with Impact Resistant Case 
Ideal for engineers as the impact-resistant 
case with detachable lid/tray means this scale 
will withstand knocks and bumps and being 
carried around in a toolbox! The scale has 
rubber grips too so won’t slide around.  
Perfect for setting up your grinder! 
• 1000g x 0.1g. Mode: g/oz/ozt/dwt/ct/gn

Complete with protective pouch

Limited 
Edition

Bonavita Electronic  
Scale with Drip Tray
To consistently brew your ideal 
cup of coffee or tea you need 
to accurately measure your 
ingredients. Bonavita’s 
digital scale provides precise 
measurements plus thoughtful 
features like an ultra-fast 
readout and a built-in timer 
designed to help you brew your 
best. Displays in grams, ounces, 
or pounds. C/W drip tray.

Code
 19084

Code
 19082

Code
 19905

Code Size
 19116 500G x 0.01g
 19083 2000G x 0.1g

Code
 20032

best
seller
best
seller

On Balance 
Compact 
Bench Scale 
This scale has a large stainless steel platform, 4 
easy to use function buttons and a green backlit 
display for a clearer view of the weighing quantity. 
• 3000g x 0.1g Modes:  

g/oz/ozt/dwt/ct/gn
Code
 19423

Code
 0114

Code
 18583

Bonavita Scale with 
Dripper Stand

Code
 18584

Available in 
two weight 
options

NewNew

NewNew NewNew

NewNew NewNew

Hario V60 Drip Scale
Essential for reliable and consistent brewing. 
Highly recommended for any V60 setup, also 
indispensable for cloth dripper and proper tea 
brewing. 
• 0.1g accuracy
• Integrated timer

Code
 18181NewNew

NewNew

Tiamo  
Timer Scale
Easy to use and reads in grams, for perfect 
weighing of ground coffee and water. Built 
in timer feature ensures accurate brew time. 
Maximum capacity 3000g. 0.1g increments up to 
200g, 0.5g increments up to 500g, after which 
the scale measures in 1g increments. Includes 
drip tray. Extra-large LCD Display. 
Square platform.

Code
 20222

Built in Timer

 18583

best
seller
best
seller
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Shot Glasses, Shot Pots & Timers  |  ACCESSORIES

Code
 17019

Code
 19042

Code
 17051

Code
 20317

Code
 1124

Code Size
 3094 2oz
 3095 3oz
 3096 6oz

Taylor Digital Timer
Features:
• Minute/second timing
• 0.7 LCD readout
• Counts up or counts down
• Clip/magnet/stand positioning
• Operates on 1 AAA battery 

(included)

Taylor Digital Timer  
with Memory
Features:
• Recalls last timing event
• 0.8 LCD readout
• Counts up or counts down
• Clip/magnet/stand positioning
• Operates on 1 AAA  

battery (included)

Shot Pot 6oz/3oz/2oz
Used to make espresso shots for 
larger drinks or in conjunction with 
a timer to ensure correct espresso 
machine/grinder setup and to 
monitor the quality of the crema. 
Engineers keep in your toolbox 
without breaking.Code

 9902

Motta Little Creamer 
7cl/2.4 oz
Premium grade stainless steel. 
Perfect front of house to serve 
milk or cream.

Shot Pot/Creamer 3oz
Use to serve milk or cream or as a 
shot pot for larger drinks.

NewNew
One Shot Espresso 
Glass - 1.5oz
Exclusive to us. 1.5oz shot 
glass lined at 0.5 / 1.0 / 1.5 
floz. Use to ensure correct 
setup of machine and grinder. 
The perfect essential for the 
perfect espresso. 

Coffeeshot Glass
Exclusive to us is this 
heavyweight 2oz shot glass 
lined at 0.5 / 1.0 / 1.5 floz. 
Use to ensure correct setup 
of machine and grinder.  
The perfect essential for  
the perfect espresso.

Hario Shot Glass
Great little shot glass from 
Hario. Perfect for measuring 
out espresso shots.
Marked at 1oz and 2oz and 
also at 20, 40 and 60ml.

Code Size
 7992 3oz

NewNew

Plastic Jug - Lined
Plastic alternative to the stainless 
steel shot pot or lined glass.

Code
 9580

Code
 9581

See our full range 
of Milk Jugs on

p.10

Code Size
 8219 100ml
 8218 50ml

NewNew NewNew NewNew
best
seller
best
seller

Mini Measure  
Shot Glass
The perfect glass for 
machine setup or café 
measure. Measures from 
5-30ml in 5ml increments. 
Also measures in teaspoons, 
tablespoons and ounces.

Shot Glass 2oz  
Lined to 1oz
Best-selling Shot glass lined 
to 1oz. Toughened glass, 
heavy base. Perfect for 
espresso machine set up & 
making espresso.
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ACCESSORIES  |  Shakers & Stencils

Small Chocolate Shaker - 
Mesh S/S

Small Chocolate Shaker - 
Small Holes S/S

Large Chocolate Shaker 
Large Mesh S/S

Large Chocolate Shaker 
Small Holes - S/S

Motta Cocoa  
Shaker Premium 
Stainless Steel
Premium quality stainless 
steel shaker with holes.

Shaker with Mesh - Coffees Been
Shaker with mesh for adding cocoa, 
cinnamon or nutmeg to finished drinks. 
Easily removable lids and durable plastic for 
easy cleaning. Dishwasher safe.

Alphabet Stencils
Personalise your drinks with our 
range of coffee stencils.  
All stencils manufactured from  
food grade polypropylene.  
Diameter 120 x 140mm  
(including handle.)

Bespoke Stencils
Why not have your own stencil made? You 
could have your very own logo on top of 
every coffee you make. It’s easier than you 
may think…..
All you need to do is tell us what you would 
like made into a stencil and we’ll do the rest.
Here’s a handy guide for producing stencils. 
This should help you to obtain the best 
results from your stencils.
• The best stencils are those that are simple, 

bold, not too detailed
• Avoid lots of text
•  Keep designs black and white
• Avoid fine text fonts
• Send artwork as a JPEG, PDF, EPS, PSD  

or TIFF file – minimum resolution 300dpi
Please don’t send photographs, we need graphics only

* The images used here are 
of bespoke stencils and 
are illustrations of what 
can be achieved. These 
have been trademarked 
by the trademark owners 
and are not for sale.

Create your own stencil design

Code Description
 9215 A
 9216 B
 9217 C 
 9218 D
 9219 E
 9220 F
 9221 G
 9222 H
 9223 I
 9224 J
 9225 K
 9226 L
 9227 M

Code Description
 9228 N
 9229 O
 9230 P
 9231 Q
 9232 R
 9233 S
 9234 T
 9235 U
 9236 V
 9237 W
 9238 X
 9239 Y
 9240 Z

Price for all stencils

Bespoke Stencil Set Up 
(Inc 1 Stencil)

Code

 9436

Bespoke Stencil Each  
(Min Order 14 Stencils)

Code

 9437

Code
 9903

Code Colour
 8943 Black
 8944 Red

Code
 3092

Code
 1500

Code
 1502

Code
 3093

best
seller
best
seller
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Stencils  |  ACCESSORIES

Stencils - Everyday

Smiley Face

Fairtrade

Coffee Cup -  9199Sun Style 2 -  9120

Tree

Rounded Heart

Coffee Cup -  9120

Star

Coffee Beans

Enjoy

Sun Style 1 -  9562 Wi-Fi

Heart

Code Description
 9118 Coffee Bean
 9586 Smiley Face
 9434 Heart
 9120 Coffee Cup
 9989 Rounded Heart
 9555 Star - 5 Point
 9559 Enjoy
 9561 Fairtrade
 9563 Sun Style 2
 9119 Coffee Cup Stencil

 9894
Union Jack 80mm 
Coffee Stencil

 9562 Sun Style 1 Stencil
 9121 Wi-Fi

Snowflake

Snowflake (2) Father ChristmasHappy Xmas

Holly

Halloween Boo Easter BunnyReindeer

Happy Easter

Easter Daffodil Halloween Scary Cat

Happy New Year Easter Egg

Fireworks

Happy Snowman Reindeer

Code Description
 9214 Tree
 9212 Snowflake

 9728
Happy 
Snowman

 9999 Reindeer
 9210 Happy Xmas
 9998 Snowflake (2)

 18133
Father 
Christmas

 9209 Fireworks

 9729
Happy New 
Year

 18591 Easter Egg
 9211 Holly
 18593 Happy Easter
 18590 Easter Daffodil

 9984
Halloween 
Scary Cat

 9983
Halloween 
Boo

 18592 Easter Bunny
 18134 Reindeer

Stencils - Seasonal

How to stencil...
Froth the milk to make a fine foam.  
Pour the milk into the cup so that it stops just  
beneath the level of the cup. Rest the stencil 
on the rim and sprinkle away.
If you then want the foam to rise above the rim 
you can now pour in a bit more milk at the side.
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ACCESSORIES  |  Spoons, Scoops & Tools

Measuring Spoon  
Black Plastic
7 gram coffee measuring spoon.  
L180 x 45mm scoop Dia.

Measuring Spoon Metal
7 gram coffee measuring spoon. 
L194 x 45mm scoop Dia.

Tiamo Cupping Bowl - 200ml
Dual colour - brown on the inside for blind 
“cupping” of coffee and white on the outside. 
150ml and 200ml visual measuring lines on 
inside of cups.
• Box of 6

Mini Milk Churn  
Stainless Steel 5oz/140ml
Serve hot or cold milk with tea 
or coffee in this funky little urn. 
Stainless Steel.

Code
 0334

Code
 0120

Coffee Spoon Per 12 - Standard
Code
 3804

NewNew

NewNew

NewNew

NewNew

Code
 7746

Teaspoon Per 12 - Economy

Latte Spoon Per 12 - Economy

Code
 9900

Hario Stainless Coffee 
Measuring Scoop
Stainless steel coffee measuring 
scoop. Capacity 12 grams. 
Dimensions W96 x D53 x H35.

Copper Coffee  
Measuring Scoop
Copper coffee measuring scoop. 
Capacity 12 grams. Dimensions 
W96 x D53 x H35.

Code
 20310

Code
 20325

Code
 20220

Code
 9902

Code
 17028

Motta  
Little Creamer 
7cl/2.4 oz
Premium grade 
stainless steel. Perfect 
front of house to serve 
milk or cream.

Shot Pot/Creamer 
3oz
Use to serve milk or 
cream or as a shot pot 
for larger drinks.

NewNew

Motta Stainless 
Steel Coffee  
Tasting Spoon
Motta’s perfect 
companion for great 
cupping sessions. 
Stainless Steel.

Code
 18213

Long handle for Latte’s  and tall drinks

Code Size
 7992 3oz

Cute miniature mini churn!

NewNew

See our new 
range of Colour 
Thermometer 
Clips

p.15
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Useful Tools  |  ACCESSORIES

Motta Latte Art Pen  
- Blue Handle

Code
 9897

Code
 3308

Barista Towel
Hard-wearing barista 
towel can be attached to 
a belt via carabiner hook.

Barista Apron
Barista/roaster’s apron. 
Handmade with waxed 
canvas, leather and brass 
details. The more it’s used 
the better it looks.

Mini Whisk
Combine ingredients together.
• 125mm overall length

Code
 6391

Code
 15885

Code
 19103

Code Colour
 20271 Black
 20264 Brown

Metal Spatula White Handle
Length: Small 205mm, Large 234mm.

Code Size
 3126 Small
 3098 Large

Ideal for serving frothed milk

NewNew

Beankeep
This unique, yet simple and inexpensive sealer, is designed to keep 
your coffee and tea bags sealed after each use. Leave coffee or tea 
bags opened and it will loose its freshness in 
matter of minutes and deteriorate over time.

Caffeine Wrench
Filter basket popper, steam tube tip 
wrench, bottle opener, screwdriver, 
milk residue scraper, group bolt 
wrench and thermometer calibrator.

Syrup Bottle Pourer Stainless Steel

Barista Techniques Book  
A MUST for your customers!
We are now the U.K. distributor for the 2nd edition 
of the “Barista Techniques” guide for users of 
commercial espresso-coffee equipment by John 
Doyle. Contains comprehensive troubleshooting 
guides and checklists and is easy to read. 
The book covers all of the following: 
• Preparing the work area
• Advising customers
• Priming the espresso machine & extraction
• Cleaning the espresso machine
• Roasting basics for baristas • Grinding coffee
• Milk texturing
• The coffee menu
• Water treatment for espresso machines 
• History of coffee

Code
 17021

Code
 19935

Code
 19355

Re-Usable Plastic Cup 
Carrier - 4 Cup Blue

NewNew

Premium Coffee Grounds 
Cleaning Brush
Exclusive!
At last a coffee grounds cleaning brush 
that removes all remaining coffee grounds 
from filter baskets in a single sweep! 
With a 50mm tapered head and a 170mm 
handle this brush can also be used to 
sweep up stray coffee grounds from 
around the grinder.

NewNew

NewNew

NewNew

8 in 1 Tool!

NewNew
Stylish leather and waxed canvas

Code
 20263

NewNew
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ACCESSORIES  |  Cups & Saucers

Round Cup Round Handle
• Box of 24

Saucer For Round Cup
• Box of 24

Ceramic Teapot 
16oz

Ceramic Milk Jug 
5oz

Ceramic Sugar Bowl 
9oz

Spectrum Black 
Conic Cup with 
Triangle Handle
• Box of 6 Spectrum Black Saucer 

• Box of 6

Spectrum Red 
Conic Cup with 
Triangle Handle
• Box of 6 Spectrum Red Saucer 

• Box of 6

White Ceramics
Made from durable, virtually unbreakable,  
long-life white porcelain.

Spectrum Ceramics
Conical style cup with triangle handle. Made from durable, long-
lasting ceramic. Comes in black and red. 2 Sizes 8oz & 12 oz. 
Great all-rounder. For tea, coffee, cappuccino and latte.

Tiamo Cupping Bowl - 200ml
Dual color - brown on the inside for blind 
“cupping” of coffee and white on the 
outside. 150ml and 200ml visual measuring 
lines on inside of cups.
• Box of 6

NewNew

Code
 20220

Tea/Coffee Mug - 
12oz & 16oz
• Box of 6

NewNew

NewNew

Code Size
 19764 8oz, 22cl
 19765 12oz, 35cl

Code Size
 19766 16cm

Code Size
 19767 8oz, 22cl
 19768 12oz, 35cl 

Code Size
 19769 16cm

Code
 8539

Code
 8540

Code
 9522

All packed in  
boxes of 24All packed in  

boxes of 24

All packed in  
boxes of 6 Sold  

individually

Sold  
individually

Sold  
individually

Code Size
 6153 3oz, H50mm
 6378 7oz, H60mm
 6151 9oz, H63mm
 6377 12oz, H66cm

Code Size
 6157 3oz
 6388 7oz
 6155 9oz
 6154 12oz

Code Size
 7912 12oz, H110mm
 7877 16oz, H107mm

best
seller
best
seller
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Cups & Saucers  |  ACCESSORIES

Catalina Latte Glass 8.5oz/10oz
Perfect for serving latte and hot chocolate.
• Box of 12 (10oz) • Box of 24 (8.5oz)

Tazza Latte Glass 8oz / 8.5oz
For serving tea and coffee.
• Box of 6 • H115mm

Debora Tea/Cappuccino Glass 8.5oz
• Box of 6
• H95mm

Irish Coffee/Liquer Glass - Handled - 8oz

Saucer For Ischia Espresso Cup 2.75oz
• Box of 48

Elba Latte Glass 9oz / 250ml 
Ideal for latte and hot chocolate.
• Box of 6

Saucer For Ischia Cappuccino Cup 
6.5oz
• Box of 36

Biscotti Jar - 1 US Gallon
• Dia. 185mm, H230mm

Code Size Type
 7683 8oz Economy
 8051 8.5oz Premium

Code Size
 7684 10oz
 8050 8.5oz

Code
 8054

Code Type
 20391 Economy (box of 6)
 8053 Premium (box of 12)

Code
 7685

Code
 17000

Code
 8058

Code
 8059

Ischia Cappuccino Cup 6.5oz
• Box of 6
• H74mm

Code
 8057

NewNew

Economy version also available

Economy version also available

Economy version also available
Economy version also available

Tazza Latte Glass 10.5oz
For serving tea and coffee.
• Box of 6 • H100mm

Code Type
 17001 10.5oz Economy
 8052 10oz

Ischia Espresso Cup 2.75oz 
• Box of 48
• H57mm

Code
 8056
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ACCESSORIES  |  Walkure

Alta Range
The Walkure Alta range consists of 6 different 
cups and saucers, milk jugs and a coffee 
serving tray. Available in white, mud, 
brown, scarlet and violet.

NewNew

Did you know that the shape and 
style of your coffee cup really can 
affect the taste and temperature 
of your coffee? Nor did we until 
we were introduced to Walkure 
ceramics.

This 100 year old, German 
manufacturer’s range is carefully 
designed to maximise the coffee 
drinking experience and flavour 
profile. Each piece is fired 3-5 times 
to give a really hard-wearing glaze.

These really are the best ceramics 
you can buy and will enhance the 
coffee experience for years to come.

This range is exclusive to our 
customers and here are some of 
the features that make it so special:

• Each cup contains a small bump at 
the bottom so when placed centrally 
to the flow of coffee coming from 
the group head, a swirling action is 
created. This gives a superb crema.

• The Rossi cup has a unique 
double-wall, tapering to single 
wall at the lip. This ensures the 
coffee stays hotter longer and 
gives a really nice feel when the 
cup meets the mouth. The unique 
design also angles the coffee closer 
to the nose, when drinking, and 
significantly enhances the coffee 
aroma.

• The elegant Alta Tall retains heat 
more effectively than traditional 
espresso cups and its height helps 
produce a really impressive crema.

Code Colour
 19598 White
 19599 Scarlet
 19600 Brown
 19601 Violet
 19602 Mud

Code Colour
 19588 White
 19590 Scarlet
 19592 Brown
 19594 Violet
 19596 Mud

Code Colour
 19589 White
 19591 Scarlet
 19593 Brown
 19595 Violet
 19597 Mud

Alta Espresso Cup - 3oz
• Box of 6

Alta Espresso Cup Tall - 3oz
• Box of 6

Alta Saucer - for 3oz Cups
• Box of 6

Alta Cup - 14oz
• Box of 6

Code Colour
 19613 White
 19615 Scarlet
 19617 Brown
 19619 Violet
 19621 Mud

Alta Saucer - For 14oz
• Box of 6

Code Colour
 19614 White
 19616 Scarlet
 19618 Brown
 19620 Violet
 19622 Mud

Brown 
Espresso

Violet 
Espresso Tall

A tall espresso 

cup produces a 

hotter drink & 

better crema!

best
seller
best
seller

Alta Cup - 10oz
• Box of 6

Code Colour
 19603 White
 19605 Scarlet
 19607 Brown
 19609 Violet
 19611 Mud

Alta Saucer - For 10oz
• Box of 6

Code Colour
 19604 White
 19606 Scarlet
 19608 Brown
 19610 Violet
 19612 Mud

Scarlet 14oz cup

best
seller
best
seller

Alta Mugs - For Coffee, Tea & Hot Chocolate

Alta Cup - 9oz
• Box of 6

Code Colour
 19623 White
 19625 Scarlet
 19627 Brown
 19629 Violet
 19631 Mud

Alta Saucer - 9oz
• Box of 6

Code Colour
 19624 White
 19626 Scarlet
 19628 Brown
 19630 Violet
 19632 Mud

The whole of the range is available 
online now in white, scarlet, brown, 
violet and mud.

The coffee making equipment including 
cupping bowls and the tea range are 
supplied in white.

All products are available to purchase 
online today. 

Why not mix & match colours?

Mud
10oz Cup

Alta Milk Jug
• Box of 6

Code
 19634

Alta Tray
• Box of 6

Code
 19633
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Rossi Cup - 6oz
• Box of 6

Code Colour
 19659 White
 19661 Scarlet

Rossi Saucer - for 6oz/10oz
• Box of 6

Rossi Cup - 10oz
• Box of 6

Code Colour
 19660 White
 19662 Scarlet

Code Colour
 19663 White
 19665 Scarlet

NewNew

New York New York 
Cup - 10oz White
• Box of 6

Code
 19637

New York New 
York Saucer - 
10oz White
• Box of 6

Code
 19638

New York New York  
Espresso Cup - 3oz White
• Box of 6

Code
 19635

New York New York 
Saucer - 3oz White
• Box of 6

Code
 19636

New York Range
The Walkure New York range consists of 2 different cups and saucers. Available in white.

Rossi Range
The Walkure Rossi range consists of 3 different cups 
and saucers. Available in white and scarlet.

Rossi Espresso Cup Tall - 3oz
• Box of 6

Code Colour
 19655 White
 19657 Scarlet

Rossi Espresso Cup - 3oz
• Box of 6

Code Colour
 19651 White
 19653 Scarlet

Rossi Saucer - For 3oz
• Box of 6

Code Colour
 19652 White
 19654 Scarlet

Unique double 
walled cup 
maintains heat

The unique design double walled cup tapers 
to a single wall at the lip. This guarantees heat 
retention whilst maintaining a really nice feel 
when the cup is offered to the mouth.  
The angle of the cup means that the aroma of 
the coffee is closer to the nose when drinking.

10oz

6oz

Espresso

Espresso Tall

We are also very excited by the 
Bayreuth coffee brewing and tasting 
equipment. This range easily surpasses 
the best coffee brewing equipment 
available today.
Bayreuth Coffee Makers and Cup Filters 
feature 100% ceramic filters. As well 
as being far more convenient, all the 
flavoursome coffee oils go into the cup 
and are not absorbed by a paper filter. 
The pure aromas, fats, positive acidity 
and sugars are retained, significantly 
enhancing the flavour profile. 

Bayreuth Coffee Maker 
- White

Code Size
 19640 12oz
 19639 25oz

Lid For Coffee Maker/
Cupping Bowl 178/918

Code
 19643

Cup Filter - White

Code
 19641

See Walkure Teapots 
& Teaware on

p.28

Walkure Coffee Brewing
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Hario Café Press Slim S
Hario’s small french press is perfect for a single 
cup of very good coffee. Remember to grind very 
coarse (the Mini Mill and Skerton are excellent 
for this  18189/18190) and steep for around 4 
minutes. As with the V60, cloth filter and other 
techniques, we recommend around 15g of coffee 
for the 250ml of water that fits into this press.

Cafetiere 
Stainless Steel 
High quality stainless 
steel cafetiere with a 
stainless steel mesh 
filter. Available in 
brushed or stainless 
steel finish.

Code Size
 6093 2 Cup, 400ml H185 x 65mm Dia.
 6094 4 Cup, 900ml, H205 x 85mm Dia.
 6095 6 Cup, 1200ml, H235 x 99cm Dia.

Code Size
 20559 2 Cup, 300ml
 20560 4 Cup, 450ml
 20561 8 Cup, 1000ml

Code Size
 9160 2 Cup, 400ml, H185 x 65mm Dia.
 9161 4 Cup, 900ml, H205 x 85mm Dia.
 9162 6 Cup, 1200ml, H235 x 99mmDia.

Code 
 20221

Code 
 18192

Tiamo French Press Glass  
4 Cup - 800ml
Never compromise on great coffee again with 
this French press. Designed with a stainless steel 
mesh filter this plunger is dishwasher safe.

NewNew

NewNew
Brushed Finish Stainless Steel

Infuzion Potz
This very handy cafetiere style brew pot is made from shatterproof, 
food grade Polysulphone. It can be used to brew coffee or tea and its 
unique plunger system not only improves extraction by as much as 
25% but also greatly reduces grounds being served in the cup.
The Snap-on lids ensure correct plunger alignment and reduce the 
risk of tipping or spillage. The plunger should always be rinsed in hot 
water before use which expands it to the correct operating size and 
gives a perfect seal.
Other features include:
• Manufactured to the highest specifications in the UK
• Virtually Unbreakable
• High Temperature Tolerance – ideal for tea
• Dishwasher Proof
• Plunger and Lid can be turn upside down to stack

NewNew

Attractive 
stainless steel 
cafetieres
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Code Size
 20326 700ml

Hario Tea Server “Teaor” Wood
Beautiful, practical teapot from Hario. Simply pull 
up the tea basket when your preferred brewing 
time is up.

Hario Tea Pitcher
A new teapot design from Hario, with beautifully 
considered combination of stainless steel, 
heatproof glass and olive wood. Perfect for any 
kind of looseleaf tea, it will brew enough for 
2-3 people.

Code Size
 18197 450ml
 18198 700ml

• According to legend, tea was discovered by 
the Chinese emperor Shen Nung in 2737BC

• Tea breaks are a tradition that have been with 
us for approximately 200 years

• Tea contains half the amount of caffeine found 
in coffee

• The number of recommended cups of tea to drink 
each day is 4, this gives you optimal benefit

• 96% of all cups of tea drunk daily in the UK are 
brewed from tea bags – but that is changing!

• Apart from tourism, tea is the biggest industrial 
activity in India

• 98% of people take their tea with milk, but only 
30% take sugar in tea

NewNew

Code Size
 20338 300ml

Code Size
 18185 360ml
 18186 600ml

Hario Teapot Hukami
Beautiful teapot made from borosciliate heatproof 
glass in Japan. Comes with s/s infuser basket. 

Hario V60 Range Server
Perfect for serving fresh leaf tea.

Code Size
 18196 450ml

A perfect teapot for two

Hario Glass  
Tea Pot Chamaru
Elegant design and a flat 
bottomed steel tea infuser. This 
strainer is easy to clean and use. Code Size

 18205 300ml
 18206 450ml
 18207 700ml

Hario Chacha 
Kyusu Maru
A beautiful and practical 
teapot for loose leaf tea. 

Tea is back...
...and it’s better than ever

Perfect for any kind of looseleaf tea

NewNew NewNew

NewNewNewNew NewNew
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Hario Tea Dripper Large
A simple and ingenious way of tea 
brewing. Once infused a small lever 
releases tea. Silicone base means it 
can be placed on a jug or decanter.

Code 
 18165

Code Size
 20333 Small 250ml
 20308 Large 500ml

NewNew
Tea Press 
Wood
Elegant and 
simple French 
press from Hario. 
The small size 
provides 1 mug 
and the large 2 
mugs. Works 
brilliantly with 
looseleaf tea.

Hario Filter in Bottle - Glass - 750ml
Pour cold water over your tea leaves and leave 
to extract gently in the fridge for 3-6 hours, or 
to taste. No 
bitterness, and 
a full bodied yet 
delicate flavour.

Cold brewing tea bottleNewNew

Code Colour
 18194 Off-White
 18195 Red
 18193 Olive Green

NewNew

Alta Teacup 9oz - White
• Pack of 6

Alta Saucer for Teacup 9oz

Code 
 19645

Code 
 19646

Code
 18182

Hario V60 Drip Station
A stand for your V60 or tea dripper 
setup. Sits snugly atop the Drip 
Scales  18181 (p37) and looks great 
with the V60 range servers and 
the clear V60 drippers.

NewNew

Thea Sieve for Teapot

Thea Teapot  
with Lid - White

Code Size
 19647 18oz (2 cup)
 19648 35oz (4 cup)

Code Size
 19649 18oz (2 cup)
 19650 35oz (4 cup)
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COFFEE BREWING  |  Drippers & Decanters

Hario Coffee Dripper 
V60 Clear Plastic
A sensible and economic V60 option, that 
happens to look just as good as the ceramic, 
glass and metal varieties. 

Code Size
 18177 01
 18180 02

The Hario V60 Coffee Dripper is 
seen as the best coffee dripper 
available. The range comes in glass, 
plastic and ceramic variations. The 
V60 has distinctive ridges and a 
large centre hole that allows for 
even coffee brewing. Don’t forget 
to pick up some filter papers and 
a grinder so you can enjoy the V60 
right out of the box. 

Hario Coffee Dripper V60 Ceramic
The classic ceramic V60 has great heat retention 
and will last a very long time. The V60 has 
distinctive ridges and a large centre hole that 
allows for even coffee brewing. Don’t forget to 
pick up some filter papers and a grinder so you 
can enjoy the V60 right out of the box.

Hario V60 Drip Decanter
This great product allows you to brew coffee 
directly into the serving vessel. There is a 2 cup 
V60 brewer on the top and a heat resistent silicon 
collar to keep you from burning yourself. The drip 
decanter is the perfect size to brew 500ml of 
coffee. Remove the V60 top after brewing and 
bring the decanter out to serve. Includes a small 
pack of filter papers, but don’t forget to order 
more. A simple way to make coffee for two.

Code
 18191

Hario V60 Range Server Clear
This all glass decanter works perfectly with 
1 cup V60’s. A great way to let your coffee 
cool slightly so you can enjoy it fully.

Code Size
 18185 360ml
 18186 600ml

Hario V60 Coffee Drip Kettle Buono
The fantastic Buono is one of the most popular and 
enduring products. A lovely steel kettle that has 
a goose neck spout to allow for better control of 
flow rate. Perfect tool for making great V60 pour 
over coffee. An essential for any home brewer.

Code Size
 18188 600ml
 18187 800ml

Drip Pot Woodneck
A simple way to make a rich cup of coffee. 
The cloth filter allows for more oils to 
escape than a paper filter brewer. The cloth 
filter needs some extra care, but it’s worth 
it for the robust flavours. Depending on use 
filters should be replaced every 6 months.

Code Size
 20329 1 Cup
 20318 3 Cup

NewNew

A simple way to 
make coffee for two

Use for fresh 
herbal tea

Must have!

Will make a 
satisfying brew

See the Hario V60 
Drip Scale on

p.16

Code Size Colour
 18172 01 White
 18173 02 White
 18174 01 Red
 18176 02 Red
 18175 01 Brown

Code
 20484

Hario Brew 
Guides
Brew guides for Cloth 
Filter/Woodneck, V60, 
Syphon and French 
Press. A great starting point  
for you or your customers’ 
own excursions in manual 
brewing.
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Tiamo Filter V02  
Transparent Plastic
The Tiamo plastic V02 dripper is 
beautifully designed to make delicious 
coffee. The internal ribs and 3 holes 
ensures you make great coffee with 
bright flavours and a clean taste. The 
dripper comes complete with a coffee 
measuring scoop in the box.

Bayreuth Coffee 
Maker - White 

Cup Filter - White
100% ceramic filters, so 
no paper filters required. 
Significantly enhances 
the flavour profile of  
your drinks.

Code Size Colour
 20219 V02 White
 20216 V02 Pink
 20215 V02 Blue
 20217 V02 Brown
 20218 V02 Red

Code
 20225

Code
 20232

Code
 20235

Code
 20227

Tiamo Bumblebee Kettle 0.9 Litre
A firm favourite, this kettle in polished stainless 
steel c/w with a comfortable plastic handle. Has a 
swan neck spout 8mm in diameter for the ultimate 
in pouring control.

Tiamo Filter K02  
Stainless Steel
Flat bottom filter in almost unbreakable 
stainless steel. The flat bottom filter 
is a bit more forgiving when using 
compared to the V-filters. Comes with a 
plastic tray for setting filter when done. 
Paper filters used are flat bottom wave 
filters, 100% unbleached.  20431

Code Size
 19639 25oz
 19640 12oz

Code
 19641

Tiamo V60 Server Glass 0,36
Coffee or tea server made in heat proofed 
(up to 180 Celsius) glass with a glass 
handle and a clear plastic lid.

Code
 20223

Tiamo Server 0.45 Litre Black
This TIAMO V series range server can be used directly 
underneath a V type dripper and will also work well 
placed under the Linneus drip station  20287. 

NewNew

Great compliment to any discerning Tiamo or Hario user

Cupping Bowl

Code Size
 19642 180ml
 19644 280ml

Lid For Coffee 
Maker/Cupping 
Bowl

Code
 19643

Serve fresh herb 

tea in style

Tiamo Filters Ceramic
Beautifully designed to make delicious 
coffee. The internal ribs and oversized 
hole ensures you make great coffee 
with bright flavours and a clean taste. 
The dripper comes complete with a 
coffee measuring scoop and a pack 
of 40 V02 filter papers in the box. 
Everything you need to get started.

Motta Stainless Steel  
Coffee Tasting Spoon
Motta’s perfect companion for great 
cupping sessions. Stainless Steel.

Code
 18213

NewNew
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Code
 20213

Code
 18190

Hario Ceramic Coffee Mill Canister C
Ceramic burr grinder from  
Hario with classic styling. 
Capacity 120g.

Tiamo  
Grinder  
Stainless  
Steel
The adjustable  
grinding burrs can be altered to produce 
the correct grind for virtually every coffee 
brewing method. These hand grinders are 
particularly useful for grinding coffee for 
use with V series  
coffee drippers.  
Capacity 140g.

Espresso Gear  
Grindripper Filter Paper

NewNew

Hario Mini 
Mill Slim 
Plastic Coffee 
Grinder
Compact 
adjustable hand 
grinder with 
ceramic burrs 
for durability and consistency. An 
essential part of the V60 routine. The 
importance of freshly ground coffee 
cannot be overstated - get it right with 
Hario’s Mini Mill. Capacity 24g. 

Code
 18189

Adjustable, quick 

and consistent

See our full range of 
Mechanical Grinders on

p.62 - 72

Tiamo Grinder  
Slim Black
Fits nicely into your 
hand, or place on 
a bench top and 
the rubber base 
will hold it steady. 
Adjustable grinding 
burrs can be altered to produce 
the correct grind for virtually every 
coffee brewing method. Useful for 
grinding coffee for use with V series 
coffee drippers. Capacity 60g.

Hario Coffee Mill  Basic
Adjustable ceramic burrs for 
durable, precise grinding for 
all brewing types. 
Capacity 17g.

The handle can 
be stored inside 
the casing when 

not in use

Hario 
Ceramic 
Coffee Mill 
Skerton
Adjustable, 
very durable, looks good, and is 
economical. Now includes a silicon 
lid for the top chamber so the beans 
don’t scatter. Ceramic burrs for 
longevity and a consistent grind.  
Far superior to steel grinder burrs. 
Capacity 100g.

best
seller
best
seller

Tiamo  
Grinder  
Fat Black
Ever popular 
manual  
ceramic burr 
grinder fits in 
your hand or use the rubber base 
to assist you in holding it steady. 
Adjustable grinding burrs can be 
altered to produce the correct grind. 
Capacity 115g.

Particularly useful 

with the V series 

coffee drippers

Hario Clear Coffee Grinder
Adjustable ceramic burr grinder. Lever on the 
side allows it to be secured to smooth stable 
surfaces by suction. Features the same adjusting 
mechanism as the Skerton. 
Great for anything from 
espresso to french press. 
Capacity 40g

Classic grinder 
from Hario

Manual hand 
grinder fits nicely 

in your hand

Espresso Gear Grindripper Set
Uniquely environmentally friendly 
designed coffee hand grinder and drip 
brewer in one! The grinder and brewer 
snap together to form a self-contained 
brewing system ready for instant fresh 
coffee brewing. Comes with a handy 
carry pouch so that you can have coffee 
where ever, when ever!

Code
 20214

Code
 20230

Code
 20236

Code
 20312

Code
 20305

Code
 20322

Code
 20231

Great design, comfortable and easy to use
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AeroPress Coffee Maker
The new Aerobie AeroPress® coffee maker 
utilises a breakthrough in the coffee brewing 
process to yield the smoothest, richest coffee 
that you have ever tasted.

Smoothest
Using the ideal water temperature and gentle 
air pressure brewing, yields rich flavour with 
lower acidity and without bitterness.

Richest
Total immersion brewing results in uniform 
extraction of the ultimate in full coffee flavour. 
Other coffee makers drip hot water onto a bed 
of grounds, over-extracting at the centre and 
under-extracting at the edge.

Code
 20352

AeroPress Micro Filters
350 replacement filters.

Code
 20353

AeroPress Micro Filter Holder
Holds over 500 filters (not included).

Code
 20354

AeroPress Rubber Bung Seal
Fits easily onto the AeroPress Plunger.

Code
 20355

Purest
Micro filtered for grit free coffee 
- unlike other press-type coffee 
makers.

Fastest
One minute from start to enjoy. 
The actual press time takes only 
20 seconds.

AeroPress Filter Cap

Code
 20356

AeroPress Coffee Scoop
Holds approximately 17-20g.

Code
 20357

AeroPress Coffee Funnel
Can be used to funnel coffee or to 
reduce the area of the AeroPress 
for narrow coffee mugs.

Code
 20358

AeroPress Stirrer
Coffee stirrer.

Code
 20359

AeroPress Tote Bag
Ideal storage for home or on the move.

Code
 20360

Replacement  

rubber seal

Aeropress Coffee Maker Comprises of:
• Mixer Chamber • Filter Cap • Plunger • 350 Filters and Filter Holder 
• Funnel • Stir Stick • Coffee Scoop • Instructions

Did you know 
you can use 
your Aeropress 
to brew tea?
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Chemex 14 Brush - Nylon
This generous, long handled brush 
makes easy work of cleaning a Chemex® 
coffeemaker or cup. Nylon bristles are 
glued onto a 14” wood handle.

Chemex Paperfilters
Cone-shape ensures uniform extraction for pure coffee flavour. Thicker 
(20-30% more than the competition) speciality fibre filter design keep 
bitter elements, oils, and grounds in their place (and out of your cup). 
Prefolded for convenience. Will fit most other cone-shaped filter 
coffeemakers. Available in square or half moon.

Chemex Glass  
Coffeemaker Cover
Keeps coffee at the proper 
strength by preventing 
evaporation. Fits all sizes.

Chemex 3-Cup Classic
Polished wood collar and leather tie 
serves as an insulated handle.

Chemex 6-Cup Classic
6 cup version with wood collar and 
leather tie.

Chemex 8-Cup Classic
8 cup version with wood collar  
and leather tie.

Chemex 3-Cup Glass Handle
With glass handle for pouring.

Chemex 6-Cup Glass Handle
6 cup version with glass handle for 
pouring.

Code
 20248

Code
 20242

Code
 20250

Code
 20244

Code Shape
 20247 Half Moon

Code
 20243

Code Shape
 20246 Square

Code
 20245

Code
 20249

NewNew

Makes easy 

cleaning of 

Chemex glass

The iconic Chemex® has remained unchanged 
for 70 years and counting! Made simply from 
glass and fastened with a wood collar and tie, 
the Chemex® coffeemaker is an elegant, one-
piece, hourglass shaped vessel. Made of high 
quality, non-porous, heat resistant borosilicate 
glass it brews coffee without imparting any 
flavours of its own. Together with a Chemex-
Bonded® Coffee Filter, it makes perfect 
coffee - clear, pure, flavourful and without 
bitterness or sediment every time. Perfect for 
iced coffee and coffee flavouring for gourmet 
recipes. Because of its purity, Chemex® 
brewed coffee can be covered and stored in 
the refrigerator for reheating...without losing 
its flavour!

Simple elegant  glass design 

*Chemex prices will increase during 2015 due to a manufacturer increase.  
Please see our website for current pricing. All pricing correct at time of going to print.
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Code
 20549

Dripstation Linneus
The Linnéus Dripstation is designed and 
carefully hand crafted in Sweden. The station 
is unique in design with copper bars, wooden 
frame and a collection cup in the bottom.

Code
 20287

NewNew

Code
 18723

Clever Coffee Dripper
Easy to use and gives exceptional 
coffee brewing results. Will fit 
on cups and thermoses with tops 
wider than 4cm and less than 7,5cm 
in diameter. The Clever Coffee 
Dripper has advanced the concept of 
Full Immersion Coffee Brewing by 
creating an easy way to brew without 
bitterness, acidity or loose grounds. 
The difference is it’s new shut-off valve 
system. Instead of pushing the grounds 
to the bottom of the brew carafe, the 
grounds settle naturally. 

NewNew

Stock Code Description Models
Top 
Dia 

Bottom 
Dia Comments

 20353 Aeropress Filters 350Pcs Aeropress - - 65mm Dia. Round Filter

 20247 Chemex Half Moon Paperfilters Chemex Classic & Glass 3/6/8-Cup - - 330mm Width, 210mm Height

 20246 Chemex Squares Paperfilter Chemex Classic & Glass 3/6/8-Cup - - 290mm x 290mm Square

 20213 Grindripper Filter Paper EG Grindripper - - 100mm Top Corner To Corner

 20431 Tiamo K02 Filter Papers Pack of 50 Tiamo K02 Flat Filters - -

 18724 Filtropa White Size 4 Filter Papers (100) Clever Drippers, Bonavita Size 4 Drippers - - 190mm Top Corner To Corner

 20314 Hario V60 Paper Filter 01 Dripper 40 Sheets - Unbleached All Hario V60 01 Drippers - - 145mm Top Corner To Corner

 20292 Hario V60 Paper Filter 01 Dripper 40 Sheets - Bleached All Hario V60 01 Drippers - - 145mm Top Corner To Corner

 18489 Hario V60 Paper Filter 01 Dripper 100 Sheets - Unbleached All Hario V60 01 Drippers - - 145mm Top Corner To Corner

 18183 Hario V60 Paper Filter 01 Dripper 100 Sheets - Bleached All Hario V60 01 Drippers - - 150mm Top Corner To Corner

 20301 Hario V60 Paper Filter 02 Dripper 40 Sheets - Unbleached All Hario V60 02 Drippers - - 175mm Top Corner To Corner

 20291 Hario V60 Paper Filter 02 Dripper 40 Sheets - Bleached All Hario V60 02 Drippers - - 175mm Top Corner To Corner

 18490 Hario V60 Paper Filter 02 Dripper 100 Sheets - Unbleached All Hario V60 02 Drippers - - 175mm Top Corner To Corner

 18184 Hario V60 Paper Filter 02 Dripper 100 Sheets - Bleached All Hario V60 02 Drippers - - 175mm Top Corner To Corner

 20298 Hario V60 Paper Filter 03 Dripper 100 Sheets - Bleached All Hario V60 03 Drippers - -

Stock Code Description Models Top 
Dia

Bottom 
Dia

7.150.101.103 Bravilor Filterpapers Mondo/Novo/Th - Box of 1000 Novo, Mondo, TH, THA 245mm 85mm

7.150.102.301 Bravilor Filterpapers B5 (HW) and Thermal Brewer Box of 250 B5, B5 HW 360mm 110mm

7.150.103.301 Bravilor Filterpapers B10 (HW) Box of 250 B10, B10 HW 437mm 152mm

7.150.104.301 Bravilor Filterpapers B20 (HW) Box of 250 B20, B20 HW 535mm 203mm

7.150.105.301 Bravilor Filterpapers  B40 Box of 250 B40, B40 HW 635mm 280mm

Stock Code Description Models Top 
Dia

Bottom 
Dia

20115.0000 Bunn Filters 1.9L Decanter Brewers CT, CW, CWTF 248mm 108mm

20109.0000 Bunn Filter Papers For URN - U3, SRU, IC-3 U3, SRU, IC-3 451mm 185mm

20138.0000 Bunn Gourmet Filters ICB, Single, Dual, SH/TF 350mm 134mm

20157.0000 Bunn Gourmet C Filters Wave, CWS, W/GF 349mm 133mm

20111.0000 Bunn Titan Filters Titan Single/Dual 508mm 197mm

20100.0000 Bunn Tea Filters ITCB 324mm 134mm

Filterpapers for Coffee Brewing and Drippers

Code
 20288

Gold Coffee Filter KF4
The Zip Gold permanent coffee filter, has a 6-12 
cup capacity and fits in to most 6-12 cup drip 
coffee makers. It’s the perfect partner for your 
drip coffee maker, easy to clean and always 
ready for use.  Does away with paper filters for 
ever. Made in Germany with a 24 carat gold-
plated micro-foil metal filter.

NewNew

No need for paper filters again!

No cleaning up 
coffee grounds!

Code Description
 20462 1 Station
 20463 2 Stations
 20464 3 Stations

Tiamo Acrylic Dripstation
Top quality acrylic with removable stainless 
steel drip trays. Use with any Tiamo V01 or V02 
dripper V60 server  20223 (see p38). Pouring 
just became easier! Produces the perfect cup 
of drip brew or filter coffee. NewNew

Linnéus Drip Station Rack - 3 Station
Handmade wooden rack for sitting 3 Linneus Drip 
stations in. There’s also space for timer scales too 
everything you need for coffee brewing – see page 38.

NewNew
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Hario Paper Filter Unbleached
These filters are a little slower than the white 
versions so it is recommended to grind a little 
coarser than usual. As always, rinse well with hot 
water before use. These fit the 02 range of V60 
equipment. 100 sheets.

Hario Paper Filter White
These filters produce a very clear, clean cup with 
no papery taste at all. They have a very responsive 
flow rate which allows for great control over your 
brewing time. 100 Sheets.

Hario V60 Drip Station
A stand for your V60 or tea dripper setup. Sits 
snugly atop the Drip Scales  18181 (p37) and looks 
great with the V60 range servers and the clear V60 
drippers.

Hario Coffee Dripper 
V60 Clear Plastic
Clear plastic. A sensible and economic V60 option, 
that happens to look just as good as the ceramic, 
glass and metal varieties. Won’t provide the same 
heat retention properties as the others, but that 
shouldn’t stop you making an incredibly 
satisfying brew.

Code Size
 18177 01
 18180 02

Hario Coffee Dripper V60 Ceramic
Hario V60 Coffee Dripper range is seen as the best coffee 
dripper available. The classic ceramic V60 has great heat 
retention and will last a very long time. The V60 has 
distinctive ridges and a large centre hole that allows for even 
coffee brewing. Don’t forget to pick up some filter papers and 
a grinder so you can enjoy the V60 right out of the box.

A lower cost option 

to glass or ceramic

Code Size
 18489 01
 18490 02

Code Size
 18183 01
 18184 02

Code Colour Size
 18167 Red 01
 18170 Red 02
 18168 Black 01
 18171 Black 02
 18166 White 01
 18169 White 02

Code
 18182

NewNew

Perfect filter 
papers for 
Hario drippers

Hario V60  
Drip Decanter
This great product allows you to brew coffee 
directly into the serving vessel. There is a 2 cup 
V60 brewer on the top and a heat resistent silicon 
collar to keep you from burning yourself. The drip 
decanter is the perfect size to brew 500ml of 
coffee. Remove the V60 top after brewing and 
bring the decanter out to serve. Includes a small 
pack of filter papers, but don’t forget to order 
more.  A simple way to make coffee for two.

Code
 18191

Founded in 1921 as 
manufacturers of heatproof 
glass, Hario are winners of 
hundreds of design awards 
and continue to create 
the finest most desirable 
equipment for the manual 
brewing of coffee & tea.

See online at jesuk.com for 
our new extended  
Hario range.

Code Size Colour
 18172 01 White
 18173 02 White
 18174 01 Red
 18176 02 Red
 18175 01 Brown

Hario Glass Coffee  
Dripper V60 01/02 
The Hario V60 Coffee Dripper range is seen as the best 
coffee dripper available. The latest glass version take it 
even further. The glass is easy to clean and doesn’t wear 
out like the ceramic can and holds the temperature as 
well. The distinctive ridges and large centre hole allow for 
even coffee extraction. Don’t forget the filter papers and a 
grinder to enjoy the V60 right out of the box.

The best coffee 
dripper available

Brews 500ml  
of coffee
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Hario V60  
Coffee Drip Kettle Buono 
The fantastic Buono is one of our most popular and 
enduring products. This is a lovely steel kettle that 
has a goose neck spout to allow for better control 
of flow rate. This kettle is a perfect tool for making 
great V60 pour over coffee. An essential for any 
home brewer. Available in a two sizes and electric 
or hob top.

Hario Water Brew 
Coffee Pot
A simple way to make 
cold brew coffee. Leave 
the grounds steeping for 
12 hours and then combine with 
water. Pour the cold brew over ice and enjoy 
with milk or black. A great summer time treat.

Hario V60 Range 
Server Clear
This all glass decanter works 
perfectly with 1 cup V60’s. A 
great way to let you coffee cool 
slightly so you can enjoy it fully.

Code Size
 18185 360ml
 18186 600ml

Code Size Type
 18491 800ml Electric
 18188 600ml Hob Top
 18187 800ml Hob Top

Code Size
 18208 Mini
 18209 Standard

Drip Pot Woodneck
A simple way to make a rich cup of coffee. The 
cloth filter allows for more oils to escape into cup 
than a paper filter brewer. The cloth filter needs 
some extra care, but it is worth it for the robust 
flavours this brewer allows. Depending on use 
filters should be replaced every 6 months.

Code Size
 20329 1 Cup
 20318 3 Cup

NewNew

Fill with ice and allow to melt

See online for our New Extended Hario range

Hario V60 
Drip Scale
Essential for reliable and consistent brewing. 
Highly recommended for any V60 setup, also 
indispensable for cloth dripper and proper tea 
brewing. 
• 0.1g Accuracy
• Integrated timer

Code
 18181

Also available 
in electric

Hario V60 Ice-Coffee Maker
A simple way to make ice coffee. If you can 
make a V60 then you can make an ice coffee. 
Simply use double the amount of coffee and fill 
the centre chamber with ice. When all the ice 
melts you have delicious ice coffee, ready to be 
enjoyed. Can be used without the ice holder to 
make your standard hot brew, which is handy.

Code
 18210

Have fun with 
your brew!

Hario Syphon 
“Technica” 2, 3 
& 5 Cup 
Do you have a lot of passion for brewing coffee? 
Perhaps you want to change the way you brew or 
you want to have more fun while making a cup of 
coffee in the morning? The vacuum coffee maker 
Technica from Hario offers all of those things at 
once and more. The whole process of brewing 
with the syphon coffee maker involves sensational 
aromas and fragrances as well.
With the syphon brewer you are in total control 
of the temperature, brewing time and the all-
important brewing method, which determines 
the taste of your coffee. It will take some time to 
get the hang of it but once mastered, the vacuum 
brewed coffee is extremely rewarding. Get 
scientific about your coffee preparation and brew 
coffee like never before!
The Syphon Technica also known as a “vac-pot”, 
was ignored by cafes and restaurants from the 
1970s until the 21st century. Recently revived, the 
Syphon brewing system has been gaining more 
momentum with coffee experts and everyone 
involved in the industry.

Hario Syphon “Technica” Includes :
• 1 x Coffee Syphon
• 1 x Alcohol Heater
• Borosilicate Glassware
• 2/3/5 Cup Capacity

Code Size
 20321 2 Cup - 240ml
 20307 3 Cup - 360ml
 20309 5 Cup - 600ml
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Tiamo Filter V02 Transparent Plastic
The Tiamo plastic V02 dripper is beautifully 
designed to make delicious coffee. The internal 
ribs and 3 holes ensures you make great coffee 
with bright flavours and a clean taste. The dripper 
comes complete with a coffee measuring scoop 
in the box.

Code
 20225

Code
 20226

Code
 20232

Tiamo Filter K02 Stainless Steel
Flat bottom filter in almost unbreakable stainless 
steel. The flat bottom filter is a bit more forgiving 
when using compared to the V-filters. Comes with 
a plastic tray for setting filter when done.  
Paper filters used are flat bottom wave filters, 
100% unbleached.  20431

Tiamo Filter K02 Ceramic Brown
The TIAMO Ceramic brown V02 Dripper is 
beautifully designed to make delicious coffee. The 
internal ribs and oversized hole ensures you make 
great coffee with bright flavours and a clean taste.

Tiamo  
Timer 
Scale
Easy to 
use and reads 
in grams, for perfect 
weighing of ground coffee and water. Built in timer 
feature ensures accurate brew time. Maximum 
capacity 3000g. 0.1g increments up to 200g, 0.5g 
increments up to 500g, after 
which the scale measures in 1g 
increments. Includes drip tray.

Code
 20222

Code
 20224

Thermometer with 
Rubber Top - Café Tiamo
Classic Thermometer stick but 
with a rubber top. It comes with a 
clip for attaching to a pitcher or to 
be removed when placing through 
the knob of a kettle. 0-120˚C.

Code Size Colour
 20219 V02 White
 20216 V02 Pink
 20215 V02 Blue
 20217 V02 Brown
 20218 V02 Red

Code
 20235

Code
 20227

Tiamo Bumblebee Kettle 
0.9 Litre
A firm favourite, this kettle in 
polished stainless steel c/w with a 
comfortable plastic handle. Has a 
swan neck spout 8mm in diameter 
for the ultimate in pouring control.

See the Tiamo Tower Kettle 
on our website.

Tiamo V60 Server Glass 0.36L
Coffee or tea server made in heat proofed (up to 
180 Celsius) glass with a glass handle and a clear 
plastic lid.

Code
 20223

Tiamo Server 0.45 Litre Black
Can be used directly underneath a V type 
dripper and will also work well placed under the 
Linneus drip station  20288 (page 35). Great 
compliment to any discerning Tiamo or Hario user.

Ideally use directly  under drippers

Tiamo Filter Ceramic
Beautifully designed to make delicious 
coffee. The internal ribs and oversized 
hole ensures you make great coffee 
with bright flavours and a clean taste. 
The dripper comes complete with a 
coffee measuring scoop. 

Café Tiamo manufacture contemporary 
products for tea and coffee brewing. 
Featuring high quality products at 
genuinely affordable prices

NewNew

A simple design to make great coffee

Built in Timer

NewNew
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Design & manufacturing specialist to 
the catering and coffee industry. Bonzer 
products feature innovative designs 
which stand the test of time. Practical 
solutions for the coffee shop owner.
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Code
 19354

NewNew

Elevator Plastic Cup  
Dispenser W/O Gasket
Make the most of counter 
space. Plastic tube offers a 
more cost effective solution. For 
use with XS - XL size gaskets. 
Please refer to our gasket guide

Whippers with  
Aluminum Bottle 
Aluminium bottle and head. 
Suitable for making whipped cream 
as well as hot or cold foams, 
sauces and mousses. Produces 3 x 
bottle capacity in whipped product.

Whippers with  
Stainless Steel Bottle 
Constructed from commercial 
grade stainless steel designed 
to withstand the rigours of 
professional kitchens. Produces 
3 x bottle capacity in whipped 
product.

8G N2O Anodized  
Gold Cartridges 
Suitable for  19321-19325
• Box of 10

Elevator Lid Dispenser 
with Gaskets
Low profile dispenser designed 
to dispense all lid types including 
coffee sip lids. All gaskets are 
included and come in a range of 
sizes: 79mm, 85mm, 89mm and 
90mm.

Straw Dispenser
Sink into a counter to 
offer customers straws 
and stirrers in a place that 
is convenient for them. 
119mm Dia x 150mm H

Waste Chute
Sinks into the counter 
providing a chute 
for general waste 
to be collected in a 
concealed bin.

Syrup Pump Higher Dose
Pump for up to 5 litre applications.  
It can be adapted to suit most 
containers. Also offers a lock-down 
closing action. Dose range 10-30ml

Spare Silicone Cup Gaskets Spare Silicone Lid Gaskets

Gravity Cup  
Dispenser S/S
The Gravity dispenser makes the 
most of wall space. Uses the 
gasket system. Length - 600mm. 
One cup release mechanism.

Code Size
 19327 450mm

 19328 600mm

Code Size
 19329 450mm

 19330 600mm

Code Size
 19336 XS (62mm)

 19337 S (69-74mm)

 19338 M (78-85mm)

 19339 L (86-92mm)

 19340 XL (92-98mm)

 19341 XXL (104-115mm)

 19342 XXXL (110-115mm)

Code Size
 19973 79mm

 19974 85mm

 19975 89mm

 19976 90mm

Code Size
 19322 0.50L

 19323 1.0L

Code Size
 19324 0.50L

Code Price
 19331 £78.09

Code
 19334

Elevator Countertop Box Unit
Streamlined dispensing. Stand alone or built into a unit, 
the Bonzer cabinet offers a solution to dispensing cups 
and lids.

Spare Silicone Gaskets

Code Description
 19345 x2 dispensers (black front/silver body)

 19346 x2 dispensers (silver front/black body)

 19347 x2 dispensers (stainless steel)

 19348 x3 dispensers (black front/silver body)

 19349 x3 dispensers (silver front/black body)

 19350 x3 dispensers (stainless steel)

Code Description
 19343 Pack of 4 small to extra large

 19344 Pack of 5 espresso to extra large

Commercial stainless steel professional whippers

Code Size
 19332 119mm

 19333 139mm

Stirrer  
Dispenser
Sink into a counter to 
offer customers straws 
and stirrers in a place that 
is convenient for them. 
119mm Dia x 100mm H

Code
 19335

See our measure 

your cup guide online 

Code
 19326
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NewNew

PRO-FONDI 
A unique and innovative product that optimises 
filter cleaning. No more banging and 
damaging group handles or boxes. 
Simply place the handle in the Pro Fondi 
and the rotary cleaning action automatically 
starts.

The unique design quickly cleans around the 
inside of the group head and reduces footboard 
soiling and beating the portafilte.

It also takes up much less space than a traditional 
knock box and fits in the smallest of workspaces. 
With no ‘banging’ of the group head it reduces the 
risk of barista shoulder injury and greatly improves 
acoustic comfort of customers.

It is simple, fast, efficient and hygienic, 
guaranteeing the perfect coffee taste every time.

Features:
• Laboratory tested to optimise the filter cleaning and improve taste
• Gentle action reduces filter replacement and abrasion of the groups
• Faster and ergonomically designed to reduce arm and shoulder injury
• Hygienically collect and disposes of coffee grounds
• H280mm x W140mm x Dia100mm     
• Weight 2.5Kg        
• Watts 220v-12V, 2A, 50-60Hz

Code
 19353

Code
 19320

Code
 19352

Code
 19351

Code
 19355

Re-Usable Plastic Cup 
Carrier - 4 Cup Blue

NewNew

Hexdome Box Set
Modular disposable cup and 
lid storage system that can 
grow as you do.

Hexdome Inline  
with 3 Cup Stablisers
A low profile stainless  
steel addition to the 
Hexdome range. 

Omega 3HP Food/ 
Bar Blender
Omega equipped the 400 series  
of blenders with the perfect 
combination of features,  
warranty, quality construction,  
and durability. This machine can  
be used in restaurants and juice bars. 
Blend an endless variety of ingredients 
and combinations into a smooth, silky 
texture with an Omega Blender.

Features:
• 1 peak horsepower motor
• On/Off & High/Low control
• Recessed Coupling System
• Self-Lubricating Ball Bearings
• 4 Gripper feet for stability
• Weight: 3.2kg
• W159 x L209 x H400mm12mths back to base 

warranty, inc. parts

12mths back to base 

warranty, inc. parts

Omega 1HP Food/ 
Bar Blender
The Omega 300 blender is the 
ideal mix of size, power and 
performance. The compact base 
encases an efficient 1-HP motor 
to blend an endless variety of 
ingredients into a smooth, silky 
texture.

Features:
• 3 peak horse power  motor
• Unbreakable Eastman Tritan 

Copolyester container
• Weight: 6.8kg
• W229 x L197 x H489mm

Code
 19319
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This section of the catalogue is a quick reference guide for items easily 
removed or lost from an espresso machine. Where possible we have used 
manufacturer’s original parts. These are clearly marked original in the product 
description which is available to view online. On our website there are many 
more alternatives available made from different materials and varying sizes so 
if you don’t see what you need here please go online for more options.

We have also included some specialist products used by Baristas in 
competitions and coffee shops offering premium quality drinks. These include 
Cafelat silicone group seals which leave no taste and are easily removable for 
servicing. Also IMS and VST precision filters and baskets.

Group Seal Shower  
Plate

Single  
Basket

Double  
Basket

Blank  
Discs

Single  
F/Holders Double F/Holders

ASCASO
 0370 - 8mm     
0965 - 9mm

 0371  0367  0368  0369  15687  15688

AURORA  0940  1013  0367  0368  0369  0366  0365
AZKOYEN  0370  0371  0905  0906  0369  2121  2283

BEZZERA OLD B2000, 
B3000, BZ35, BZ99

 0949  0932  0367  0368  0369  2122  2284

BEZZERA NEW B2000, 
B3000, B4000, BZ02, 

BZ40, ELLISSE
 0952  0951  0367  0368  0369  1832  1833

BFC - ROYAL  18152  0371  0367  0368  0369  3217  3223

BRASILIA GRADISCA, 
CADETTA, CENTURY, 

MAJORE, EXCELSIOR, 
OPUS

 18139  0371  0367  0368  0369  0366  0365

BRASILIA AMERICA, 
BELLE EPOQUE

 0956  0932  0367  0368  0369  2123  2285

BRASILIA PORTOFINO, 
ROMA, FIRENZE, MYTHOS

 0960  0932  0367  0368  0369  2123  2285

CARIMALI  0968  1586  0851  0852  0880  2124  2286
CARIMALI CARIMALINA  0968  0967  0851  0852  0880  2124  2286

CASADIO  15612  20407  20452  20453  0369  20454  18088
CIMBALI  18148  0932  18944  18945  0369  4806  4807

CMA/ASTORIA  18145  0932  3848  0368  0369  2118  2280

CMA PLUS 4 U
 18221 - 6.5mm   
18222 - 7mm

 18223  20458  20459  0347       20460  20461

CONTI  18149  0978  0367  0368  0369  2126  2288
DALLA CORTE  15101  1019  3848  3849  0369

ECM  6015  0371  0367  0368  0369  3217  3223
ECM RAFFAELLO  6015  0932  0367  0368  0369  3217  3223

ELEKTRA  0956  0932  0367  0368  0369  3217  3223
ELEKTRA BARLUME  0948  0932  0367  0368  0369  3217  3223

EXPOBAR
 8681 - 8mm    

19751 - 8.5mm   
19752 - 9mm

 8979  0367  0368  0369  2129  2291

FAEMA E61  18141  18461  18462  18463  0369  2750  2737
FAEMA E91, E92, DUE, 

SMART,  DIPLOMAT, E98, 
E99, STYLEMA

 18141  18461  18462  18463  0369  2292  2130

FAEMA E97, EXPRESS, 
SPECIAL

 18141  0932  18462  18463  0369  2292  2130

FIAMMA  8681    8979  0367  0368  0369  9781  9780

FIORENZATO
 18142 - 8mm    
18153 - 8.5mm

 0371  0367  0368  0369  0366  0365

FRACINO
 18140 - 8mm  
18154 - 8.5mm   
18147 - 9mm

 0932  0367  0368  0369  0366  0365

FRACINO CLASSIC, 
CONTEMPO  

PRE 2004 ONLY

 18140 - 8mm   
18154 - 8.5mm 
18147 - 9mm

 0371  0367  0368  0369  0366  0365

FUTURMAT/MAIRALI  0370   0371  0367  0368  0369  0366  0365
FUTURMAT ARIANNE  0370  0371  0367  0368  0369  2751

GAGGIA  1610  1007  20025  20026  0880  2133  2295
GRIMAC  18143  0371  0367  0368  0369  0366  0365

IBERITAL LANNA/LADRI  7739  8173  0367  0368  0369  2134  2296
IBERITAL NEW LADRI  7739  8173  0367  0368  0369  7670  7671

IBERITAL JUNIOR  7739  8173  0367  0368  0369  0366  0365
IBERITAL INTENZ/IB7  7739  8173  0367  0368  0369  19107  19108

IBERITAL EXPRESSION  4030  4031  0914  0915  0916  7573  7574
LA NUOVA ERA  1610  0371  0367  0368  0369  19946  19947

LA ROCCA  3692  0638  3848  3849  0369  0366  0365
LA SCALA  18144  0371  0367  0368  0369  3217  3223
MAGISTER  1033  0951  0367  0368  0369  3217  3223

MARCFI  2407  2410  6245  6246  0369  8711  8712

MARZOCCO
 18107 - 6.1mm   
18108 - 7.1mm

 1013  0896  0897  0369  3640  3565

Group Seals, Showers and Filterholders 
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IMS VST & Cafelat 

IMS Shower Plates IMS 1 CUP Baskets IMS 2 CUP Baskets Double VST Filter 
Baskets - Ridged

Double VST Filter 
Baskets - Ridgeless

Cafelat Silicone Group 
Seals

AURORA, BEZZERA, LA 
ROCCA

 19955 - 15gr   
19956 - 18gr

 19959 - 15gr   
19960 - 18gr

BFC - ROYAL  18939  18936
 19955 - 15gr   
19956 - 18gr

BRASILIA GRADISCA, 
CADETTA, CENTURY, 

MAJORE, EXCELSIOR, 
OPUS, FRACINO CLASSIC, 

CONTEMPO PRE 2004 ONLY, 
FIORENZATO, FUTURMAT/

MAIRALI, GRIMAC, VFA 
EXPRESS

 18939  18936  18937               18938
 19955 - 15gr   
19956 - 18gr

 19959 - 15gr   
19960 - 18gr

 19811 - 8mm        
19812 - 8.5mm

BRASILIA AMERICA, BELLE 
EPOQUE, PORTOFINO, 

ROMA, FIRENZE, MYTHOS, 
FAEMA E97, EXPRESS, 

SPECIAL

 20028

CARIMALI, RENEKA  20046  20053              20054

CIMBALI  20028  20046  20053              20054

CMA/ASTORIA  20028  18936  18937               18938
 19811 - 8mm      
19812 - 8.5mm

CMA PLUS 4 U, SAN MARCO  20029

ECM, EXPOBAR, LA SCALA, 
SV ITALIA, SAN REMO, MY 

WAY, VBM, WEGA
 18939  18936  18937               18938

 19955 - 15gr   
19956 - 18gr

 19811 - 8mm         
19812 - 8.5mm

ELEKTRA  20028  18936  18937               18938
 19955 - 15gr   
19956 - 18gr

FAEMA E61, FIAMMA, LA 
NUOVA ERA

 18939  18936  18937               18938
 19811 - 8mm         
19812 - 8.5mm

FRACINO  20028  18936  18937               18938
 19955 - 15gr   
19956 - 18gr

 19959 - 15gr   
19960 - 18gr

 19811 - 8mm         
19812 - 8.5mm

GAGGIA  20046  20053              20054
 19955 - 15gr   
19956 - 18gr

IBERITAL (NOT EXPRESSION)  18939  18936  18937               18938
 19959 - 15gr   
19960 - 18gr

 19811 - 8mm         
19812 - 8.5mm

MAGISTER  18936  18937               18938
 19955 - 15gr   
19956 - 18gr

Group Seal Shower  
Plate

Single  
Basket

Double  
Basket

Blank  
Discs

Single  
F/Holders Double F/Holders

MY WAY  1610  0371  0367  0368  0369  3217  3223
PAVONI  18150  1018  0851  0852  0369  2140  2302

PROMAC  1033  0951  0367  0368  0369  15732  15733
RANCILIO  18151  0951  0367  0368  0369  2141  2303

RENEKA  1034
 0932 - 52mm  
8767 - 37mm

 0905  0906  0369  2142  2304

SV ITALIA  6015  0371  0367  0368  0369  3217  3223
SAN MARCO  1035  1017  0908  0909  0910  2143  2305
SAN REMO  6015  0371  0367  0368  0369  3217  3223
SIMONELLI  1036  1018  0367  0368  0369  2144  2306

SIMONELLI AURELIA  0972  1018  0367  0368  0369  2144  2306
SIMONELLI BEECH  1873  1018  0367  0368  0347  2144  2306
SIMONELLI OSCAR  1036  7541  0367  0368  0347  2144  2306

SPAZIALE  7744  1019  0914  0915  0916  20382  20383
UNIC  1038  0951  0917  0918  0369  2274  2308

VFA EXPRES  0370  0371  0367  0368  0369  0366  0365
VIBIEMME  0370  0371  0367  0368  0369  3217  3223

VICTORIA ARDUINO 
ADONIS

 0972  1018  0911  0912  0369  15617  15618

VICTORIA ARDUINO 
ATHENA

 0933  8414  0911  0912  0369  15617  15618

VICTORIA ARDUINO 
VENUS

 1036  1018  0911  0912  0369  15617  15618

VISACREM  1040  1007  0884  0885  0369  2278  2412
WEGA ATLAS, 

MININOVA, SPHERA, 
POLARIS

 18138 - 8mm  
18155 - 8.5mm

 0371  0367  0368  0369  3217  3223

WEGA VENUS
 18138 - 8mm 
18155 - 8.5mm

 0932  0367  0368  0369  3217  3223
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IMS Shower Plates IMS 1 CUP Baskets IMS 2 CUP Baskets Double VST Filter 
Baskets - Ridged

Double VST Filter 
Baskets - Ridgeless

Cafelat Silicone Group 
Seals

MARZOCCO  18940  18936  18937               18938  19813

PAVONI  18936  18937               18938
 19959 - 15gr   
19960 - 18gr

RANCILIO, PROMAC  18941  18936  18937               18938  19814

SIMONELLI, VICTORIA 
ARDUINO

 18942  18936  18937               18938

VISACREM  18939
 19811 -8mm         
19812 -8.5mm

Bottomless Filter Holder

AURORA, BRASILIA GRADISCA/CADETTA/
EXCELSIOR/OPUS, ELEKTRA, FAEMA, 

FRACINO, FUTURMAT/MAIRALI, GRIMAC, 
IBERITAL LANNA/LADRI/INTENZ/IB7, VFA 

EXPRES, VBM

 4335

BFC, ECM, LA SCALA, MAGISTER, MY WAY, 
SAN REMO, WEGA

 4341

BRASILIA PORTOFINO/CENTURY/MAJORE  4343
CARIMALI  4334
CIMBALI  4333

CMA, BEZZERA  4332
EXPOBAR  19937
GAGGIA  4336

IBERITAL EXPRESSION 53MM  7689
MARZOCCO  8443

RANCILIO, PROMAC  4337
SAN MARCO  4338

SIMONELLI, VICTORIA ARDUINO  8200
SPAZIALE  4339

Bottomless Filter Holders

Pod Filters

Bottomless or naked filter holders are the same as standard filter holder 
with the bottom removed! Believed by many to create a better crema 
because of reduced contact and also very handy when serving in to larger 
cups. See the list left for available options.

1 Cup Pod Filter - 57mm

Code Description
 0121 1 Cup 57mm
 1628 1 Cup 53mm
 3218 1 Cup Cimbali
 0617 2 Cup 57mm

Steam Tube Anti 
Scorch Clip
Ideal for Fracino and 
Astoria steam tubes.

Anti Scorch  
Rubber Sleeve

Code
 0716
 1856

Code
 0350

For steam tubes - 

fits most machines

Machine Extension Feet
Universal extension feet in two lengths.

Code Description
 3114 76mm Extension Foot
 0710 103mm Extension Foot

p.11

See our full range of 
Tamper Mats on

VST baskets come either with a straight side or 
ridged in all sizes and fit many types of machines. 
20-22 gram baskets are used more commonly in 
naked/bottomless filter holders because the depth 
of them does not suit many 
standard filter holders. 
Made of high quality 
stainless steel and 
offering consistent 
extraction 
performance.

IMS competition baskets and shower filters are 
favoured by many because the baskets are said 
to give a better mouth feel of the coffee and the 
showers give a superior distribution of water into 
the basket. Both products are made with high grade 
stainless steel and are finished perfectly.

Cafelat Silicone group seals are made from 
food grade FDA silicone, they don’t go hard 
like their rubber counterparts and are 
therefore easier to replace. What’s 
more being silicone they have 
no smell or taste. They have 
the same compression 
strength as the rubber 
type but are far softer.
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Filter Papers & Cleaning Products  |  BRAVILOR

Bravilor Filterpapers B10 (HW) 
• Box of 250
• 152 x 437mm

Bravilor Filterpapers B40
• Box of 250

• 280 x 635mm Bravilor Filters Freshmore

Code
7.150.102.301

Code
7.150.103.301

Code
7.150.104.301

Code
7.150.105.301

Code
7.152.101.101

Bravilor Flojet Pump

Code
7.270.103.101

NewNew
Bravilor Coffee Scoop

Code
7.094.100.101

Bravilor Cleaner 
• 4 x 15 x 25g

Code
7.191.101.112

Bravilor 
Renegite 
• 4 x 15 x 50g

Ideal for descaling 
brewing equipment

Removes coffee  
& tea stains

Bravilor 
Renegite 1kg

Code
7.190.102.101.EA

See our full range 
of Filter Papers 
along with sizes

p.35

Bravilor 
Filterpapers 
Mondo/Novo/Th 
• Box of 1000
• 85 x 245mm

Bravilor Filterpapers B20 (HW)
• Box of 250
• 203 x 535mm

Code
7.150.101.103

Bravilor Filterpapers B5 (HW)
• Box of 250
• 110 x 360mm

NewNew

Code
7.190.101.112

4 x 250 filters
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BRAVILOR  |  Decanters & Flasks

Bravilor Decanter Plain 
No Logo 1.7 Litres

Bravilor Decanter (Pack Of 10) 
Plain No Logo 1.7 Litres

Code
7.170.601.101

Code
7.170.601.102

Bravilor Decanter Stainless 
Steel 1.7 Litres

Code
7.170.901.401

Bravilor Steel Decanter 
2.2 Litres

Code
7.170.902.301

Bravilor Shatterproof Decanter 
1.7 Litres
Synthetic with stainless steel bottom. Includes lid.

Code
7.171.701.201

See our full range of 
Chemex Glass Brewers on

p.34

Code
7.170.602.101

Bravilor Decanter (Pack Of 10) 
With Bravilor Logo 1.7 Litres

Code
7.170.602.102

Bravilor Decanter With 
Bravilor Logo 1.7 Litres

Bravilor Furento 2.2  
Stainless Steel
With pump action and stainless steel 
inner bowl. 164mm x 378mm

Code
7.171.331.101

Bravilor Furento  
2.2Ltr Glass

Code
7.171.330.101

best
seller
best
seller

NewNew

Stainless steel

Glass
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CLEANING  |  Puly Caff Group Head Cleaner

Puly Caff Group 
Head Cleaner - 370g

Puly Caff Group 
Head Cleaner - 900g

Fast Dissolve Formula Makes  
Puly the Market-Leader
• Quickly cleans group heads and removes tea 

and coffee stains from crockery and equipment
• Unlike similar products, unique fast-dissolve 

formula leaves no residue and cleans quickly 
and effectively

• The result is great tasting coffee with no 
tainting, after-taste or odour

Cleaning Guide for Puly Products

Puly Caff Group Head Cleaner 
- Box of 10 Sachets 20g

Puly Caff Group Head Cleaner 
- Box of 350 Sachets 20g

Puly Lifty
Cleaning your espresso 
machine just became even 
easier with the brand new “Lifty” from Puly Caff! Use this nifty little tool to 
quickly and easily remove filter baskets from filterholders. Simply remove 
the filter basket and pop in the blank filter and run the machine cleaning 
cycle for brewing groups (shown right). The Lifty is resin coated which 
means it grips firmly without damaging. No more excuses for not cleaning 
your machine! Comes with it’s own loop for hanging from a key fob or hook 
so it’s never far away. Also unlike using cutlery 
or screw drivers the Lifty won’t damage the 
rim of the filterholder.

Crema Pro Premium Group 
Head Cleaning Brush

See page 51 for 
Puly Cleaning System

Speciality Group Head 
Cleaning Brush
With 3g scoop

NewNew

Non-hazardous & completely safe

Code 
 8897

Code
 0131

Code
 0130

No odour or bitter aftertaste with Puly Caff

Code
 18512

Code
 8586

Code
 5950

Code 
 20487

Quickly & easily remove filter baskets
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Puly Automatic Machine Cleaning / Cleaning System  |  CLEANING

Puly Caff Tablets have all the cleaning power of Puly Caff Powder 
compressed into an easy to use tablet. Simply use one tablet per 
cleaning cycle for all bean to cup espresso coffee machines and 
automatic cappuccino makers. 
• Highly concentrated, 

biodegradable cleaning tablets
• 100% dissolvable, even in 

cold water
• 4 sizes to suit all automatic 

coffee machines

Cleaning Tablet Compatibility Guide

Puly Caff Tablets
• Tub of 60 x 2.5g

Puly Caff Tablets
• Tub of 100 x 1g

Puly Caff Tablets 
• Tub of 70 x 0.5g

Puly Caff Tablets
• Tub of 100 x 1.35g

Puly Cleaning Kit
Everything thing you need to keep your 
coffee machine in tip top order. Not only 
has it all the cleaning materials but also 
includes a specially designed group head 
cleaning brush and basin for soaking 
filterholders. This kit is extremely 
comprehensive and regular cleaning 
will result in less machine downtime, 
reduced maintenance bills – but most 
important of all, great tasting coffee! 

Kit contains:
•   4 x 20g sachet of Puly Caff
•  4 x 25ml bottle of Puly Milk
• 2 x 20g sachet of Puly Grind
• 1 x Puly Cleaning Brush
• 1 x Cleaning Basin

Puly Cleaning Basin
For soaking filter holders.

NewNew

NewNew

Code
 17053

Code
 3254

Code
 17052

Code
 0297

Code Description Wgt. Dia. Manufacturer / Models

 3254 Puly Caff Tablets 100 x 1g 1g 10mm
Astoria, Brasilia, Carimali, Cino, Concordia, Delonghi, Egro, Etna Nova, Horeca, Jura Impressa/X9/Giga, Kolbado, 
MacchiaValley, Macco Sirio, Melitta, Mulma, Necta N&W, Neva, Newco, Prestolio, Pronto, Rancilio, Real Bean, 
Reneka, San Marco, Santos Cappu, Saphira, Schaerer, Simonelli, Solis, Stafco, Strongvend, Whittenborg

 17053 Puly Caff Tablets 70 x 0.5g 0.5g 10mm Also suitable for the above

 0297 Puly Caff Tablets 60 x 2.5g 2.5g 16mm
Bunn, Black & White, Café Swiss, Cimbali, Conti, Crem, Delonghi, Flavia, Franke, Gaggia, Gastro, Jura Espressa, 
Macco Mega, Melitta, Rex Royal, Saeco, Santos, Scharf, Stentorfield Vision, WMF

 17052 Puly Caff Tablets 100 x 1.35g 1.35g 16mm Also suitable for the above

Ideal starter kit

Code 
 8900

Code 
 8907
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CLEANING  |  Puly Milk Frother Cleaner

Puly Milk Frother Cleaner - 1 Litre
Provides 40 x 25ml doses.

Puly Milk Frother Cleaner - 4 x 25ml
Use 1 x 25ml dose per day. Cleans 2 steam 
arms or 1 auto frother.

Quickly and effectively removes milk and calcium deposits on and inside 
steam tubes. The build up of deposits inside the tube reduces the 
efficiency of the frother and may lead to permanent machine damage. 

Regular use of Puly Milk Frother Cleaner reduces maintenance bills and 
improves the texture and quality of microfoam.

•  Ideal for both traditional, automatic and vending coffee machines
• Removes milk deposits and calcium build-up in steam tubes
• Improves texture of microfoam
• Reduces milk frothing time
•  Non-hazardous and easy to use

Cleaning Guide for Puly Products

Before

After

• Removes granular instant 
coffee, powdered milk 
and chocolate

•  Ideal for both traditional, 
automatic & vending coffee 
machines

•  Add 50ml (2 x measures) to 
1 litre of hot water. Soak for 
5 minutes. Wash & rinse.

NewNew

Also removes calcium build up on the inside

Puly Milk effectively cleans vending machine parts

Code 
 17887

Code
 0299
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Puly Verde Cleaning Range  |  CLEANING

Puly Verde Spray - 200ml
This effective organic multi-purpose spray 
cleaner cleans grinder hoppers, stainless 
steel and chrome surfaces quickly and 
easily. Product leaves no residue and no 
rinsing is required.
• No alcohol
• Non flammable
• Gentle on Hands

Cleaning Guide for Puly Products

Commercial Espresso Coffee Machines Group 
Head Back Flush Cleaning
1. Insert the blind filter in the portafilter and add 1 teaspoon (3-5 

g) of PULYCAFF Powder. Insert portafilter into the group head.
2. Start brew cycle for 10 seconds and stop for 

10 seconds. Repeat this operation for 5 times.
3. Remove portafilter from group head. Start brew cycle and 

rinse portafilter with the boiling water from group head.
 Stop cycle.
4. Insert portafilter into group head and repeat step 2 to rinse.
5. Make and discard an espresso.

Soak Cleaning
Soak filters and portafilters for 15 minutes in 3 teaspoons 
(10 g) of PULYCAFF Powder per 1L (~32oz.) of hot water.
Rinse all parts with fresh water.

Coffee Brewers Cleaning
Empty all coffee from equipment. Insert 1 teaspoon (3-5 g) 
of PULYCAFF Powder per 2L (~64oz.) of brewer capacity into 
the brew basket. Run the brew cycle into the vessel. Hold 30 
minutes and rinse all parts with fresh water.

Puly Caff Verde - 510g
A heavy duty, fast dissolving cleaning 
powder for backflushing group heads on 
coffee machines. 100% organic with all 
the strength and none of the hazards.

Puly Verde Milk Frother 
Cleaner - 1 Litre
Provides 40 x 25ml doses. Organic 
milk frother and steam tube cleaner.

Puly recognises that it is the responsibility of society today to 
protect the environment for future generations. The Puly Verde 
range of cleaning products has been developed to provide a range 
of cleaners which are 100% organic yet achieve excellent results.

Puly Verde Group Head Cleaner has been developed to use exactly 
the same formula as the traditional Puly Caff cleaner but without 
the addition of phosphates. This approach has not reduced its 
effectiveness, it simply takes a little more time to activate. A price 
worth paying for a better world.

• 100% Organic formula
• Highly effective without using phosphates
• Supplied in packaging that is either recyclable or recycled

NewNew

NewNew

Code
 19872

Code
 18758

Code
 19873

Cleans wall 
surfaces as well 
as coffee oils 
from hoppers

Contains no phosphates

100% 
Organic

Totally organic, 
highly effective and 

no phosphates!
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CLEANING  |  Puly Grind & Filter Cleaners

Puly Barsteryl - 1L Bottle
An effective, foam-free, all-purpose cleaner originally formulated to 
remove coffee oils from grinder hoppers and dosers without leaving 
any unpleasant smells or tastes. It can also be safely used, as a 
multi-surface cleaner on stainless steel, marble, plastics and glass. 
• Fast odour-free cleaning on virtually all surfaces
•  No need to rinse off after use
• Ideal for pubs, clubs and cafes
• Fast, safe and effective

Cleaning Guide for 
Puly Products

Puly Caff Brew 
Tabs - Tub of 120 x 4g
Quickly and easily cleans filter 
coffee machines. Simply pop 
a tablet into the filter basket, 
brew a jug of water and rinse 
through thoroughly.
• Specially formulated for filter 

machines and bulk brewers
• Dissolves and clean the oils 

from both your filter basket 
and the coffee jug

•  Improves coffee flavour and 
maintains machine hygiene

Clean Once A Week!

Puly Grinder  
Blade Cleaner 
- Box of 10 Sachets 15g
100% organic, gluten free coffee grinder blade and grinder chamber 
cleaner. Cleans the internal grinder blades without having to readjust 
the grinder blades, it is the only product to do this and saves huge 
amounts of time and effort.

•  100% organic and safely removes all coffee oil and residue
•  The only product that cleans without having to readjust the blades
•  Produces better crema, improves aroma gives better taste

Code 
 7857

100% 
Organic

Removes all coffee oil & residue

Code 
 8068

Code
 9803

Cleans filter coffee machines & bulk brewers

Also a great surface cleaner
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Puly Domestic & Descalers  |  CLEANING

Puly Baby
Specially formulated to descale domestic and hand fill 
coffee machines. Packed in handy sachets for easy use. 

350 x 30g Sachets10 x 30g Sachets

Puly Milk Frother 
Cleaner 4 x 25ml
Over time, calcium 
deposits build up in 
and around the frother 
tube. This can lead to 
expensive blockages 
and also tainting of the 
milk flavour. 

Cleaning Guide for 
Puly Products

370g Tub

Puly Caff GRP Head
Coffee machines build up, difficult to remove, tannin in the group head. 
This forms a bitter coat and can affect coffee taste. Regular use of 
fast-acting Puly Caff prevents this. 

Calcinet Descaling Crystals
For descaling water boilers and 
other catering equipment.

Puly Descaler
A fast-acting descaler for domestic and 
commercial machines. 1 x 125ml dose 
will descale the tank of a domestic 
espresso machine or a kettle. The 10 litre 
size is available for engineers descaling 
the boilers of commercial espresso 
machines. Product does not affect rubber 
seals, leaves no traces or odours and is 
non-corrosive. Compatible with stainless 
steel, silicone and brass. Ensure your 
machine produces great tasting coffee 
and stays in tip top condition.

10L Bottle

2 x 125ml Sachets

Puly Caff Cleaning Brush
Perfectly designed to quickly remove coffee 
grounds from around the group head seal.  

NewNew

NewNew

Code
 2665

Code
 2610

Code Each 12+ 60+
 1450 £4.28 £4.14 £3.83

Code 
 17887

See p50 for  
Cleaning Guide

Code 
 8897

Code
 0130

We recommend cleaning once a month or every 120 cups tea/coffee

Code 
 15654

Code
 15607

Code 
 8899

Available in sachets or tub

Handy sachets for easy use

1kg

10 x 20g Sachets

NewNew

See p52 for  
Cleaning Guide
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CLEANING  |  Other Cleaning

Destain Powder 10Kg
For workshop use or de-tanning parts and 
accessories. Soak for 20 minutes+.

Calcinet Descaling Crystals 
For descaling water boilers and other catering 
equipment. 1kg.

Cafe Clean Descaler 5 Litre - 
Formic Acid
TRADE USE ONLY. VERY STRONG 
DESCALER. Minimal frothing. Only to be 
used by QUALIFIED ENGINEERS.  
See Coshh sheet for directions of use. 

Puly Barsteryl - 1 Litre Bottle
Cleans and disinfects all surfaces and 
equipment including stainless steel, 
lacquer, marble, plastics, glass, crystal, 
mirrors, etc. Fast - easy to use - no 
foaming. Doesn’t leave odours or 
residue. No rinsing required. Perfect 
for pubs, restaurants, diners, coffee 
shops, offices.

Food Lube Spray 
Can - 500ml
For the lubrication of all 
plastic and metal joints 
and seals.

Food Grade  
Disinfectant Wipes - 
200 Wipes
Impregnated food grade 
wet wipes are specially 
formulated for use in 
food contact areas such 
as for sanitising utensils, 
hard surfaces, vending or 
beverage machine parts 
and cleaning spills. Taint 
free ready and easy to 
use. The wipes contain a 
dual action biocide that is 
effective against all food 
poisoning bacteria.

Code
 1450

Code
 0136

Code
 0132

Code
 8196

Code
 7927

Code
 7928

Code
 9803

Cafe Clean Stainless 
Steel Cleaner 750ml
For cleaning stainless steel.

Code
 0143

Descaling Tablets - Tub of 24
For automatic coffee and espresso machines.

Code
 7989

Professional  use only

Professional  use only

Our hero product 

cleans stainless 
steel, glass & 
mirrors without 
smears

Professional Liquid 
Descaler -
11% Phosphoric Acid
(Case of 12 x 1 Litre Bottles)
Descales handfill and bean 
to cup machines with a 
descaling programme 
safely and effectively. No 
strong smells. To be used 
in conjunction with the 
manufacturers’ instructions.
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Other Cleaning  |  CLEANING

Latex Gloves Disposable 
Box of 100 - Large

Diamond General  
Purpose J Type Cloth
40g - Pack of 100

2 Ply Hygiene Centre Feed Paper Roll
(Single) Roll: 150m

Water Hardness Test Strips
Pack of 50

Code Colour
 20271 Black
 20264 Brown

NewNew

Code
 19935

NewNew

Code
 7929

Code
 0149

Code
 2930

Sanitising Cloth 
48 x 36cm
Anti-bacterial up to 
15 washes.

Microfibre Cloth  
40 x 40cm - Blue

Code
 1453

Code
 9523

NewNew
Brita Temp 
Hardness Test Kit
For carbonate hardness 
in clarke degrees, etc. 
Measures scale hardness 
caused by minerals in the 
water.

Code
 17588

Code
 1452

Pack  of 100

Cafelat Microfibre Cleaning Cloths
Our microfibre cleaning cloths are perfect for 
cleaning a wide range of surfaces without the 
need for detergents. The cloths work best dry 
or slightly damp and will bring out the shine 
on your coffee equipment and other kitchen 
appliances. They are really great on stainless 
steel or on chrome and will not leave any 
watermarks. Really great for steam wands. 
Available in packs of 4 - 2 black and 2 grey.

Code
 18064

NewNew

See our comprehensive list of all 
group seals, filter baskets and other 
removable parts on

p.43 - 45

Available in  
grey and black 

Barista Towel
Hard-wearing barista 
towel can be attached to 
a belt via carabiner hook.

Barista Apron
Barista/roaster’s apron. Handmade 
with waxed canvas, leather and 
brass details. The more it’s used 
the better it looks.
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CLEANING  |  Brushes

Code
 19103

Code
 0113

Code
 8899

Premium Coffee  
Grounds Cleaning Brush
At last a coffee grounds cleaning 
brush that removes all remaining 
coffee grounds from filter baskets 
in a single sweep! With a 50mm 
tapered head and a 170mm handle 
this brush can also be used to 
sweep up stray coffee grounds 
from around the grinder.

Group Head Cleaning Brush Puly Caff Group Head  
Cleaning Brush

best
seller
best
seller

Premium Group Cleaning Brush
Specially designed fins on the handles 
direct hot water away from hands.

Speciality Group  
Head Cleaning Brush - with 3gm Scoop
Exclusive!
The long handle and plastic tab directs hot water 
away from hands when cleaning the group head. 
The 3gm scoop is perfect for using with Puly Caff 
powder  0131. Place 1 scoop inside the blank filter 
basket before inserting into the group head and 
running the cleaning cycle. Or place 2 scoops into 1 
litre of water and soak filterholders for 15 minutes.

NewNew

Code
 9525

Code
 0347

Code
 9526

Code
 0369

Cafelat Group Head  
Cleaning Brush 58mm
Includes spare set of bristles. Replacement bristles 
available  9526. Cleans machine group head by 
locking into the group like a filter holder.

Grinder Teeth Cleaning Brush
The stainless steel bristles make this 
brush robust enough to really clean all 
traces of coffee from grinder blades. 
Use with  7857 Puly Grind cleaner.

Code
 18512

Code
 15879

Code
 8586

Code
 0112

Cafelat Replacement Brushes - 3 Pairs

Pallo Coffee Tool Group Head Cleaning 
Brush - Black
Unique patented design and water deflector fins 
keep hands cool and dry whilst cleaning. The onboard 
dosing spoon measures the appropriate amount of 
detergent and the steam tube vent poker unclogs 
blocked vent holes. Use with Puly Caff powder  0131. 
Replacement bristles available.

Coffee deposits clog grinder blades & affect coffee taste

See our full range  
of Puly Caff  
Cleaning Products

p.50 - 55

Shaped bristles fit in to group head

NewNew

Blanking Discs
Use in conjunction with Puly Caff 
powder  0131 and group head cleaning 
brushes above.

NewNew
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Brushes  |  CLEANING

Code
 2113

Code
 2114

Code
 2115

Code
 2116

Code
 8562

Code
 8561

Code
 1455

Code
 20346

Code
 1456

Code
 1454

Code
 1457

Pipe Brush 432mm
Brush Head Dia. 12mm

Pipe Brush 320mm
Brush Head Dia. 8mm

Pipe Brush 360mm
Brush Head Dia. 5mm

Pipe Brush 210mm
Brush Tapers 23-6mm

Nylon Bristle Brush 
125 x 12mm

Nylon Cone Bristle 
Brush 165mm
Brush Tapers 25-10mm Our pipe and bristle brushes come in a number 

of different sizes, handy for cleaning the insides 
of steam tubes, syrup pumps, dispensers, 
pourers, bottles jars etc, the list is endless!

Flexible Plastic Scraper 76mm

Polyester Pot Brush

Small Polyester Brush

Essential brushes to keep 

your coffee equipment 

hygienic and trouble free

Polyester Detail Brush

Code
 9592

Bench Brush 279mm (Blue)
Hand brush for cleaning fine particles 
like coffee, cake etc. Prevents dirt, 
moisture and bacteria from gathering 
in crevices. Special mould design 
ensures filaments/bristles do not shed.

Milk Frother Brush Set
A brush set to clean a broad range of 
milk frothers. It includes 3 different size 
brushes and a steam tip cleaning wand.

Includes steam cleaning wand
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CLEANING  |  Pallo

8 in 1 Tool!

NewNew

Code Colour
 15879 Black
 15880 Tangerine
 15881 Cherry

Code Size
 15883 Large - 7.2mm (red)
 15884 Small - 6mm (green)

Code
 15882

Code
 15886

Pallo Coffee Tool Group Head 
Cleaning Brush - Black
Unique patented design and water deflector 
fins keep hands cool and dry whilst cleaning. 
The onboard dosing spoon measures the 
appropriate amount of detergent and the 
steam tube vent poker unclogs blocked vent 
holes. Use with Puly Caff powder  0131. 
Replacement bristles available.

Pallo Coffee Tool Bristles - 3 Pack
Replacement bristles for the above.

NewNew

NewNew

NewNew

Pallo Grindminder
Brush the grinds from the grinder and then 
flip the brush to sweep the counter. Generous 
reach to get into things and a low profile to 
clean under things.

Only a clean machine makes the 
perfect espresso. Let’s make 
cleaning your espresso machine 
even easier with Pallo Cleaning and 
Maintenance Tools.

Use in conjunction with your 
favourite PULY Caff and PULY Milk 
cleaners for optimum results. 

Pallo Steamy Wanda
Mineral deposits form on the inside of steam tubes 
affecting the texture of micro-foam and increasing 
the time taken to froth milk. Did you know that 
when your espresso machine cools down, a partial 
vacuum is created in the system which can then 
draw milk back into the boiler over time. Use this 
handy brush to keep the inside of the steam tube 
clean. Use together with Puly Milk cleaner  0299 
for optimum cleaning results.

Multi-purpose 
brush for grinders, 

counters and more

Pallo Rollster
The roaster cooling tray can’t effectively cool 
the beans unless the vent holes are clear & 
open. Rollster keeps the vents wide open and 
prevents build-up when used regularly. For 
heavy blockages, use the rubber poker.

Pallo Rollster Bristle Heads
Replacement bristles for the above.

Additional heads available

Code
 15888

Code
 15887

NewNew

See our full range  
of Puly Caff  
Cleaning Products

p.50 - 55

Caffeine Wrench
Filter basket popper, steam tube tip wrench, 
bottle opener, screwdriver, milk residue scraper, 
group bolt wrench and thermometer calibrator.

Code
 15885
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GRINDERS  |  Macap Manual Grinders

The simplest of all grinders, they are operated manually by a 
switch on the body of the machine. They are ideal for smaller 
coffee bars that are not producing a constant flow of drinks. 
As the beans are only ground when required, this can slow 
down service in busier coffee bars. But the advantage of 
only grinding coffee when required, is that you can use all 
the coffee in the doser at the end of the day and it will not 
be automatically replenished. Designed specifically for the 
smaller outlet, they are less costly to buy than automatic 
grinders and are economic in coffee use.

MACAP MX Manual Grinder
A great value, manual grinder 
featuring a usefully large bean hopper 
and dosing hopper. Although simple 
and budget focused, it is a really great 
grinder for the smaller coffee shop.
• Hopper capacity 1.4Kg
• 6Kg per hour capacity
• Grinding speed of 1400RPM
• Dosing hopper 300g
• Dosing adjustment 5.5/8.5g
• 65mm flat grinding blades 

- standard
• Blade lifespan - 350kg
• Motor power: 340W
• W220 x D370 x H600mm

STEPLESS

Code
MACAP MX

Code
MACAP MC7

NewNew STEPLESS

Large hopper 
capacity

Grind from bean 

to bag

STEPLESS

See our full range of 
Hand Grinders on

p.32

Code
MACAP M7

MACAP MC7 Deli Grinder
Ideal for delis selling own branded  
coffee to the public. This grinder will 
grind from bean to bag at your  
customer request. A simple, small  
capacity grinder it is perfect for grinding 
your own filter or cafetiere coffee.
• Hopper capacity 1.4Kg
• 12-14Kg per hour capacity
• Grinding speed of 1400RPM
• 75mm grinding blades - standard
• Blade lifespan - 450kg
• Motor power: 800W
• W250 x D360 x H630mm

MACAP M7 Manual Grinder
The extra wide blades and powerful motor give this 
grinder a really high output, but not at the expense of 
quality. With built in tamper and large dosing hopper it 
is suitable for a wide variety of installations.
• Hopper capacity 1.4Kg
• 12-14kg per hour capacity
• Grinding speed of 1400RPM
• Dosing hopper 300g
• Dosing adjustment 5.5/8.5g
• 75mm grinding blades - standard
• Blade lifespan - 450kg
• Motor power: 800W
• W250 x D360 x H630mm
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Macap Timer Grinders  |  GRINDERS

Code
MACAP MXT

Code
MACAP M7T

NewNew
Similar to manual grinders but timer-operated 
to grind coffee when required. This gives all the 
benefits of a manual grinder but without the need 
to be constantly operating the machine. They are 
the perfect, cost effective, bridge between manual 
and automatic grinders. Once a daily routine is 
established, it is easy to set the timer to give you 
the correct amount of coffee when required.

MACAP M5T Grinder with Timer
A small capacity grinder firmly focused on the 
budget market. With its great combination of 
features and ample power, it is very hard to beat 
at the price.
• Hopper capacity 0.6Kg
• 4Kg per hour capacity
• Grinding speed of 1400RPM
• Dosing hopper 200g
• Dosing adjustment 5.5/8.5g
• 58mm tempered steel grinding blades - standard
• Blade lifespan - 250kg
• Motor power: 250W
• W190 x D310 x H470mm

STEPLESS

STEPLESS STEPLESS

MACAP M7T Grinder with Timer
We’ll happily stick our necks out here and say 
this is the best timer grinder you can buy. Its 
superb quality and very high output makes it a 
reliable choice for the larger coffee outlet. Simply 
outstanding value.

• Hopper capacity 1.4Kg
• 12-14Kg per hour capacity
• Grinding speed of 1400RPM
• Dosing hopper 300g
• Dosing adjustment 5.5/8.5g
• 75mm tempered steel grinding blades - standard
• Blade lifespan - 450kg
• Motor power: 800W
• W250 x D360 x H630mm

MACAP MXT Grinder with Timer
A new addition to the timer range. It has a really 
great balance between output, power and cost. It 
is ideal for the busier coffee shop and can supply a 
usefully large output throughout the day.
• Hopper capacity 1.4Kg
• 8-10Kg per hour capacity
• Grinding speed of 1400RPM
• Dosing hopper 300g
•  Dosing adjustment 5.5/8.5g
• 65mm tempered steel grinding blades - standard
• Blade lifespan - 350kg
• Motor power: 340W
• W220 x D370 x H600mm

NewNew NewNew

Code
MACAP M5T
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The fill and forget solution. Simply load with beans and these grinders automatically keep 
your doser topped up with fresh ground coffee. The big advantage with these machines is 
that ground coffee is always ready to dispense. With hourly capacities of over 8 kilos they will 
easily keep up with the busiest barista. You must remember to switch these grinders off close 
to the end of serving, as they always automatically keep the doser full.

STEPLESS

MACAP M5A Automatic Grinder
A great choice for the smaller coffee shop. All the 
features of the larger automatic grinders, but in a 
great value, compact package. Designed for years 
of reliable service with a very  
reasonable investment level.
• Hopper capacity 0.6Kg
• 8-10Kg per hour capacity
• Grinding speed of 1400RPM
• Dosing hopper 500g
• Dosing adjustment 5.5/8.5g
• 58mm tempered steel grinding blades - standard
• Blade lifespan - 250kg
• Motor power: 250W
• W190 x D310 x H470mm

Code
MACAP M5A

MACAP MXA Silver Spring Loaded
No more looking for the tamper, it’s right where 
you need it for the perfect espresso.
• Built-in tamper for perfect results
• Hopper capacity 1Kg
• 8-10Kg per hour capacity
• Grinding speed of 1400RPM
• Dosing hopper 500g
• Dosing adjustment 5.5/8.5g
• 65mm tempered steel grinding blades - standard
• Blade lifespan - 350kg
• Silver finish
• Spring loaded tamper
• Motor power: 340W
• W180 x D300 x H550mm

Built in tamper

MACAP MXA Automatic Grinder 
Silver or Chrome
Built-in tamper for perfect results. 
The MXA is the ideal grinder for busy cafés 
which demand consistent results.
• Hopper capacity 1Kg
• 8-10Kg per hour capacity
• Grinding speed of 1400RPM
• Dosing hopper 500g
• Dosing adjustment 5.5/8.5g
• 65mm tempered steel grinding blades - 

standard
• Blade lifespan - 350kg
• Silver or chrome finish
• Motor power: 340W
• W180 x D300 x H550mm

Code
MACAP MXA

MACAP MXA CHROME

Silver

STEPLESS

Chrome

8 - 10kg per hour capacity

STEPLESS

Code
MACAP MXAT
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If quality and quantity is a prime requirement, these grinders 
offer superb automatic performance. Capable of grinding up 
to 12kg per hour they are ideal for the busiest coffee shops. 
With two versions featuring conical blades, it’s hard to 
surpass these machines for quality coffee production. 

Macap M7A Automatic Grinder
With extra large, flat burrs, and slow grinding 
speed, this grinder is capable of extracting every 
drop of flavour from the beans. The stepless 
adjustment allows the finest grinding setting and 
is ideal for the specialist coffee supplier. With the 
large hopper and powerful motor it is also capable 
of a very high hourly output.
• Hopper capacity: 1.4Kg
• 12Kg per hour capacity 
• Grinding speed of 1400RPM
• Dosing hopper 300g
• Dosing adjustment 5.5/8.5g
• 75mm flat grinding blades - standard
• Blade lifespan - 450kg
• Motor power: 340W
• W250 x D360 x H630mm

Code
MACAP M7A

Code
MACAP M7K

Slow grinding to 

retain all the flavour

MACAP MXK Automatic Grinder
Simply one of the best grinders on the 
market. With a 63mm conical burr set, 
stepless incremental adjustment and 
superior build quality, it is ideal for all 
commercial applications.

• Hopper capacity 1.4Kg
• 6Kg per hour capacity
• Grinding speed of 350RPM
• Dosing hopper 300g
• Dosing adjustment 5.5/8.5g
• 63mm blades - conical
• Blade lifespan - 750kg
• Motor power: 340W
•  W220 x D370 x H600mm

STEPLESS

STEPLESS

STEPLESS

Code
MACAP MXK

NewNew

NewNew

MACAP M7K Automatic Grinder
A powerful grinder combining efficient, 
68mm conical blades and stepless 
adjustment. Built in auto doser makes this 
a very productive machine.
• Hopper capacity 1.4Kg
• 12Kg per hour capacity
• Grinding speed of 350RPM
• Dosing hopper 300g
• Dosing adjustment 5.5/8.5g
• 68mm blades - conical
• Blade lifespan - 750kg
• Motor power: 340W
• W250 x D360 x H635mm 

See our full range of Brita 
Water solutions on

p.73 - 77
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Probably the fastest growing grinder sector, Macap are undeniably the leaders in on-demand 
technology. Combining cutting edge design, superb speed & long-life burrs in a way that 
competitors can only dream of. And yet Macap don’t charge a premium for these grinders 
simply because they’re on-demand. With a Macap on-demand grinder there’s no need to load 
coffee in a doser, you simply grind exactly the right amount of coffee at exactly the right time! 
You get the freshest possible coffee – with zero waste.

There’s models to suit all applications, from domestic/low volume grinders  
to the MXD Xtreme – a firm favourite with many high street outlets. To give you a flavour, our 
mid-range MXDL grinds a double shot in a little over 4 seconds!

MACAP M2D
Simply outstanding for the price. A really 
great, on-demand, grinder that gives the 
smaller coffee shop or home-user the real 
advantage of high output with zero waste.
• Hopper capacity 0.25Kg
• 1g per second capacity
• Grinding speed of 350RPM
• 50mm flat grinding blades - standard
• Blade lifespan - 150kg
• Motor power: 150W
• W250 x D152 x H382mm 

Code
MACAP M2D

Code
MACAP M5D

Code
MACAP M5D PLUS

Outstanding value

MACAP M5D
Sitting squarely in the middle of the  
automatic range, this is a really great choice. 
With the convenience of a digital programmer, 
you can guarantee the perfect amount of 
coffee at each delivery. No guess work and 
no waste.
• Hopper capacity 0.6Kg
• 2g per second capacity
• Grinding speed of 1600RPM
• 58mm flat grinding blades - standard
• Blade lifespan - 250kg
• Motor power: 250W
• W190 x D310 x H470mm

MACAP M5D PLUS
With a truly outstanding price you won’t buy a 
better value automatic grinder. Its large hopper 
is ideal for higher volume coffee shops.
• Hopper capacity 1Kg
• 2g per second capacity
• Grinding speed of 1600RPM
• 58mm flat grinding blades -  

standard
• Blade lifespan - 250kg
• Motor power: 250W
• W190 x D310 x H505mm

MACAP M5D

STEPLESS

STEPLESS

Perfect dosing at the 

touch of a button

MACAP M5D PLUS

Programmable dose
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Macap excel at On Demand grinders. This featured group highlights 
the very pinnacle of Macap design and technological achievement. 
Designed for years of service, these particular grinders are ideal for 
high-end outlets that demand the very best. We believe these are 
the best On Demand grinders you can buy, and we stake our own 
reputation on it!

Macap MXDL
With almost too many features to list, this is 
the ‘daddy’ of grinders! From its multilingual, 
digital display to its 75mm flat, grinding blades 
- this machine means business. Its hi-tech 
approach allows the barista to have complete 
control over the grinding process. Simply 
program the dose, press the button and get 
perfectly ground coffee – every time!
• Fitted with stainless steel tamper
• Hopper capacity 1.4Kg
• 3g per second capacity
• Grinding speed of 1400RPM
• 75mm stainless steel blades - standard
• Blade lifespan - 450kg
• Motor power: 340W
• W220 x D370 x H600mm 

75mm flat grinding blades

Stainless steel tamper

Silver

Chrome

Back-lit digital display

STEPLESS

A stunning 
hi-tech grinder

Macap M7D
This is a massively competent grinder with a huge motor and excellent 
low speed conical grinders. With a grinding speed of just 400rpm 
this machine extracts every last bit of flavour from the bean. Its build 
quality is simply stunning and we believe there is nothing else on the 
market to match it. This machine is a really popular choice with high 
quality, mainstream outlets with a demanding clientele. This is a truly 
great machine designed to deliver the very best coffee for many years.
• Hopper capacity 1.4Kg
• 4.5g per second capacity
• Grinding speed of 400RPM
• 68mm grinding blades- conical
• Blade lifespan - 750kg
• Motor power: 800W
• W250 x D360 x H635mm

STEPLESS

Extracts every last bit of flavour from the bean

Code
MACAP M7D

Code
MACAP MXDL

MACAP MXDL CHROME
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CPS Dynamometric Tamper
• Dimensions: 

Height 405mm 
Width 165mm  
Depth 210mm  
Weight 3.75 Kilos

Code
MACAP CPS

The simple way to 
guarantee the perfect 
tamp pressure – every 
time, without fail!
The MACAP CPS (Constant 
Pressure System) is an automatic 
tamper guaranteed to give the 
perfect pressure – every time. 
It combines the advantage of 
consistent quality with superb 
speed and ease. Simply draw down 
the lever onto the filled group 
handle and the CPS Tamper applies 
uniform and level pressure, every 
time. This results in consistent, 
predictable extraction and 
guarantees the perfect espresso.
• Supplied with both 53mm and 

57mm tamper heads

We’ve Got The High Street Covered!
Macap High Volume Grinders
As coffee continues to become more and more popular in the UK 
many outlets now demand espresso grinders that not only produce 
high quality consistent results but are also able to produce large 
volumes of ground coffee quickly.

Macap offer two grinders for this type of situation, which are frankly, 
streets ahead of the competition.

Firstly the M7A RS; for those who still favour a doser style grinder this 
model produces up to 12 kilos per hour and automatically refills the 
doser, so that coffee is always on hand. New red technology grinder 
blades produce an outstanding 4000 kilos of ground coffee between 
services. Fitted to this unit is the Consistent Pressure System tamper 
(CPS) giving exactly 25 kilos of pressure each tamp. Unlike competitive 
products in the marketplace the pressure is always constant; 
regardless of the amount of coffee in the filterholder.  
This ensures the customer enjoys consistent coffee all day everyday.

Secondly we have the Xtreme on-demand grinder boasting an 
impressive double shot in 3 seconds. This unit is capable of producing 
up to 14 kilos per hour or 900 double shots and is fitted with 75mm 
titanium blades which will happily produce 2000 kilos of ground coffee. 
The operator has the option of using a hand held tamper or the stand 
alone CPS (see details below). Not only is this a high performance on-
demand grinder but it looks at home in modern, sleek surroundings.

STEPLESS

Macap MXD Xtreme
Titanium blades, which are large and flat, 
really give this grinder an enviable output. 
It is designed to look special, but its looks 
are backed by superb quality and output. 
There is nothing like the Xtreme, it is 
out there on its own. A superb quality 
machine designed for the most  
demanding barista!

• Hopper capacity 1.4Kg
• 4g per second capacity
• Grinding speed of 1400RPM
• 75mm flat grinding blades - Titanium
• Blade lifespan - 2000kg
• Motor power: 400W
• W220 x D370 x H600mm

Code
MACAP MXD XTREME

Code
MACAP M7A RS

NewNew

NewNew

Stepless  
adjustment system

Macap M7A RS Automatic Grinder
With extra large, flat burrs, and slow grinding 
speed, this grinder is capable of extracting every 
drop of flavour from the beans. The stepless 
adjustment allows the finest grinding setting and 
is ideal for the specialist coffee supplier. With the 
large hopper and powerful motor it is also capable 
of a very high hourly output.
• Long life, red speed k110 steel blades 

for more than 2250kg of grinding
• The red speed longer life grinder 

blades reduces the temperature 
due to their low coefficients 
of friction

• Hopper capacity: 1.4Kg
• 12Kg per hour capacity 
• Grinding speed of 1400RPM
• Dosing hopper 300g
• Dosing adjustment 5.5/8.5g
• K110 Steel red blades
• Blade lifespan - 2250kg
• Motor power: 800W
• W250 x D360 x H630mm

STEPLESS
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Manual Grinder
The MC5 is a high quality manual grinder is suitable for 
everyday use. Its high quality components and robust 
construction will ensure many years of domestic use.
This manual model gives the operator complete control of 
the amount of ground coffee discharged into the doser.
•  Robust and precisely engineered to give  

the perfect ground coffee
• Hopper capacity 1Kg
•  Grinding speed of 1300RPM
• Dosing hopper 300g
•  Red, black or chrome finish
• Motor power: 285W
•  W200 x D400 x H480mm

Clear doser  
to view  
ground coffee

1 kilo 
hopper

Chrome

Red

best
seller
best
seller

Engineered to give 

the perfect coffee

Chrome/
Black

Grey

Dual tamper  
53/57mm

Coffee 
spill tray

Classic 
square 
metal 
body

Manual Grinder - Model T
High Capacity retro style grinder
Add a little bit of nostalgia to your countertop. 
A grinder that has all the appearance of a 
classic but hides a high performance motor 
feeding a 600g dispensing hopper. It has all the 
performance you need for a busy café and at 
an amazing price.
• Hopper capacity: 1Kg
• Dispenser capacity 600g
• Motor power: 285W
• W170 x D310 x H560mm

Code Colour
MC5R Red
MC5 Black
MC10 Chrome

Code Colour
MC12 Grey
MC13 Chrome/Black

Coffee 
tamper

Ideal for a 
busy café

Black

1 kilo 
hopper

See our full range 
Cleaning Brushes on

p.58 - 59
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2 Kilo Automatic Grinder
Outstanding performance and value
When you want a grinder that is big on both capacity and value look no 
further. There is nothing on the market that comes close to its value 
for money. Available in a choice of three stunning finishes, with fully 
automatic operation, you will not get a better grinder at this price.
• Hopper capacity: 2Kg
• Grinding speed: 1300RPM
• Dosing hopper: 600g
• Motor power: 990W
• W200 x D400 x H640mm
• Motor power: 352W

Black

Red Chrome

best
seller
best
seller

Code Colour
MC1 Black

MC1R Red
MC9 Chrome

Processes coffee 

in record time! Code 
MC11

Black, Red or 
Chrome finish

Wall Mounted
Ideal for tight spaces.
• Wall mounted hopper
• Dispenser capacity: 600g
• Black finish

• W200 x D160 x H320mm

Code 
MC4

Code 
MC3

Ideal for smaller 
cafés and bars

Coffee Dispensers
Keep ground coffee to hand
Ideal for busy periods or for smaller cafés and 
bars. Allows pre-ground coffee to be stored 
and kept fresh for easy use.

MC3

2 Kilo Automatic Grinder Nobel (Silent)
This is an imposing grinder and has a blockbuster of a motor to really 
perform. With almost twice the power of lesser grinders, this big grinder 
processes coffee in record time. And it does it in almost complete silence. 
• Black finish
• Hopper capacity 2Kg
• Dispenser capacity 600g

• Motor power: 497W
• W200 x D400 x H640

Free Standing
Can be positioned on any counter top.
• Dispenser capacity: 600g
• Black finish
• W290 x D280 x H350mm

MC4
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The Brasil 1 Kilo Automatic Stainless Steel Grinder
One of our most popular grinders
With its stunning stainless steel finish, and high performance, it’s 
easy to see why the Brasil is one of our best selling grinders. Fully 
automatic, it ensures that coffee is always ready for the barista.
• Mod: BRASIL 
• Hopper: 1Kg 
• Motor: 275W
• Material: Stainless steel
• Doser: Auto stop/on

1 Kilo Automatic Stainless Steel Silent Grinder
Super quiet for busy cafés!
Ideally suited to high volume, professional use. The extremely  
powerful motor ensures that the coffee is always ready, however  
busy you get. And it does it in almost complete silence.
• Motor: 356W
• Hopper: 1Kg 
• Material: Stainless steel
• Doser: Auto stop/on
• Special specification: SILENCER (NO NOISE)

Easy to fill 
hopper

600g doser

Wide base 
for stability

Use Puly Grind to keep 
blades clean without 
taking your Grinder apart

See Puly Grind on

p.54

Code
MC20

Code
MC21

Professional use only

100% Organic

Quiet 
operation

best
seller
best
seller
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2 Kilo Automatic Stainless 
Steel No Noise Grinder
The big silent type!
All the capacity you need but none 
of the noise. Fully automatic - 
just keep the hopper full and it’ll 
produce great coffee all day long. 
It also has a hardwearing stainless 
steel finish.
• Exclusive 
• Motor: 400W
• Hopper: 2Kg 
• Material: Stainless steel

• Doser: Auto stop/on

2 Kilo Automatic Stainless  
Steel Grinder
A big capacity grinder exclusive to us
A real big performer with a massive 2 kilo hopper. 
Designed to keep working in the busiest of cafés, 
it also has a stunning stainless steel finish.
• Motor: 356W
• Hopper: 2Kg 
• Material: Stainless steel
• Doser: Auto stop/on

600g doser

Code
MC22

Code
MC23

Classic shape

All the capacity but 

non of the noise

Visit us online for details of 

all Macap/Cunill Grinder & 

Knock Drawer packages

Prices include delivery

Stainless Steel Cabinet
• Thick gauge high quality stainless 

steel cabinets
• 1.5 metre unit will seat a 2 or 3-GRP 

espresso machine plus grinder
• 1 metre unit will seat a 1-GRP or 

small/compact 2-GRP machine plus 
grinder

• The unit has a removable drawer 
with knock bar for coffee grounds

• Cupboard with door to store your 
water softener out of sight

• 35mm hole in unit top for services 
such as waste etc with a rubberised 
gasket to protect hoses

• 2 additional drawers for stirrers, 
sachets, milk  
jiggers etc (1 metre cabinet has 1 
drawer)

• Shelving for storage of sundries such 
as coffee beans, additional crockery, 
tea, sugar etc

• Price includes delivery

Code Size
 2723 1.5m

 0795 1m

Thick gauge high 
quality stainless steel

Will seat a 2 or 
3 GRP espresso 
machine plus grinder

Will seat a 1-GRP or small/compact 
2-GRP machine plus grinder

1.5m Stainless Steel Cabinet

1m Stainless 
Steel Cabinet

Premium 
Drawer  
Special Offer!

Buy any Macap or 
Cunill grinder with 
our new premium 
coffee grounds 
drawer and we’ll let 
you have the drawer 
for less*

Visit us online for 
offer code.

Classic shape
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How BRITA can benefit you
•  Limescale is eliminated and water quality 100% guaranteed
• Maximise the quality of coffee produced
• Enhanced customer perception of your organisation via improved  

drinks quality and machine reliability and BRITA Logo/Brand.  
One in four households use BRITA.

• Reduced engineering costs (speed of cartridge replacement  
reduced to 10 mins max) and no tools required

• Reduced carriage charges
• Accurately adjustable bypass setting to suit local water hardness  

ensures maximum filter life and value for money.
• No need to disconnect hoses when exchanging  

Cartridges, reducing risk of leaks and claims
• Get profit back from service contracts
• Premium, WRAS approved product with BRITA name that customers  

know is guaranteed to work

It’s Official - Coffee Tastes Better with BRITA
8 out of 10 consumers prefer the taste of coffee made  
with BRITA filtered water
New research has revealed that consumers can taste the difference between 
coffee made with filtered water compared to tap water and a staggering 8 out 
of 10 consumers prefer coffee made with BRITA filtered water.
In a blind taste test study conducted by the University of Sussex, participants 
were given two coffees to taste, one made with BRITA filtered water and the 
other with tap water. The participants were asked to rate each drink on flavour 
and taste and were wired up to EDA (electrodermal activity) sensory tests, 
which measured their emotional responses to the different drinks.

Results Showed:
• Coffee made with BRITA filtered 

water rated higher than coffee 
made with tap water in terms of 
‘freshness and cleanliness’; how 
‘enjoyable’; how ‘satisfying’ and 
how ‘tasty’ the drink was

• The most popular positive words 
used to describe drinks made 
with BRITA filtered water were: 
clean, no aftertaste, colour, fresh 
and light

• More than half of consumers 
would not drink coffee again 
without BRITA filtered water  
as an integral ingredient

You choose the best beans, make sure you choose the best water

How does a BRITA Filter Work? 
BRITA filter systems work via a cartridge which contain a mix of activated 
carbon and ion exchange resin. The carbon absorbs and helps reduce the 
levels of chlorine compounds, as well as other organic substances. This 
improves the taste and appearance of the water. 
The ion exchange resin works to reduce temporary hardness - the substance 
that leaves scum on the surface of tea and coffee, and causes scale build up 
on equipment - and also metals such as lead and copper.

BRITA filters feature 4-stage filtration to maximise and 
guarantee the capacity of the filter and the resulting 
water quality. This design also means that you can install 
them vertically or horizontally, depending on available 
space, without any negative effect on the filter efficacy. 
BRITA filters allow you to set a water blend. This 
optimises water quality which maximises the filter 
capacity and prevents scale. It also ensures that you 
achieve a quality of water that enhances the flavour  
of your coffee.
The blend (bypass) is set in conjunction with the local 
water conditions. A simple rule of thumb is the harder 
the water the lower the bypass and the softer the water 
the higher the bypass. We can assist you with all of this.
Remember, 100% of the bypass water in a BRITA 
system is still filtered. This guarantees no nasty taste  
or odour taints will go into your drinks.

BRITA Filter Performance
•  BRITA water filters offer you guaranteed capacities and a quality guarantee
• A BRITA filter will give you a much larger capacity than other old style blue 

bottle filters currently available in the market – as much as 100% more 
capacity in some cases

• The graph below demonstrates exactly how much more filtered water and 
scale protection you can get from a BRITA Purity 600 versus the same 
sized old blue bottle filter

• BRITA really does make the difference! Remember, scale will form at 
anything above 5 degrees Clarke

Capacity at 12.5 Clarke carbonate hardness Blue bottle technology 10 (fixed 
bypass) - Purity 600 Quell ST (bypass 30% - calculated) (Q = 60 l/h cycl.)
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BRITA Purity Finest...
The leading espresso filter - we understand espresso
Take the perfect coffee bean and add the best quality water. That’s what BRITA 
Purity Finest is all about. When it comes to espresso preparation the quality of 
the water is essential and it should taste fresh and odourless with a balanced 
mineral content. BRITA Purity Finest stabilises the PH of water which then 
produces an exceptional crema. The best filter for the coffee 
connoisseur. If you want to understand more about the Purity 
Finest then talk to our sales team.
•  Purity Finest gives a stable pH value whatever the quality  

of your water supply.
• Purity Finest protects equipment from scale.
• Purity Finest produces the best espresso with a great crema.
Try the sugar test. Add sugar to your espresso. What happens? 
A good stable crema will open, take the sugar and reseal. If 
you are not getting the same result then talk to us about Purity 
Finest.

Tell Your Customers About  
Drinks Made With Brita Water
We can offer you and your customer BRITA 
point of sale literature. Door stickers, table 
tent cards and menu board stickers are 
available to promote the fact that your 
customer is using BRITA filtered water. 

Table Tent CardStickers

Recent trials have shown that sales increase by 8% on average when the use of BRITA filtered water is communicated to customers by café/coffee shop owners
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Small To Medium Beverage Machines (Purity C Range)
Designed to meet the needs of small to medium beverage and vending equipment. 
The C500 can also be used as a low cost solution for treating the water feed to  
small combi/steam ovens. A simple system head and replaceable cartridges provide  
4 stage filtration to reduce temporary hardness and improve water taste.

Soft Water Cartridge

Purity C Fresh

Code 
 17566

Purity C50

Code 
 9710

Purity C150

Code 
 9711

Purity C300

Code 
 9712

Purity C500

Code 
 9990

Purity C1100

Code 
 15878

Purity C 30% Head

Code 
 9709

Purity C 0-70% Head

Code 
 17327

Purity C Range Purity C Fresh Purity C50 Purity C150 Purity C300 Purity C500 Purity C1100
Capacity at 12.5°clarke (bypass 40%) — 960 litres 2,408 litres 4,000 litres 6,800 litres 11,500 litres
Capacity at 12.5°clarke (bypass 30%) — 831 litres 2,086 litres 3,464 litres 5,889 litres 9,960 litres
Capacity at 12.5 clarke (bypass 20%) — 735 litres 1,844 litres 3,063 litres 5,206 litres N/A
Capacity at 12.5°clarke (bypass 10%) — 660 litres 1,656 litres 2,750 litres 4,675 litres 7,906 litres
Capacity at 12.5°clarke (bypass 0%) 12,000 litres 600 litres 1,505 litres 2,500 litres 4,250 litres 7,188 litres
Dimensions (W x D x H) 117 x 108 x 267mm 117 x 108 x 265mm 117 x 108 x 421mm 124 x 123 x 476mm 149 x 149 x 554mm 184 x 184 x 533mm
Weight (dry/wet) 0.7kg/1.5kg 1.0kg/1.4kg 1.7kg/2.5kg 2.7kg/3.9kg 4.6kg/7.1kg 7.7/12.5kg
Connections (inlet – outlet) 3/8” x 3/8” 3/8” x 3/8” 3/8” x 3/8” 3/8” x 3/8” 3/8” x 3/8” 3/8” x 3/8”
Operating position Horizontal/vertical Horizontal/vertical Horizontal/vertical Horizontal/vertical Horizontal/vertical Horizontal/vertical
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Large Beverage Machines (Purity Quell Range)
Designed for the higher duty requirements of larger beverage machines. The Purity ST cartridges 
provide four stage filtration to reduce temporary hardness and improve water taste. Unlike the 
Purity C System, where the whole filter is replaced, with the Purity ST system only the inner 
cartridge needs replacing and an optional electronic display unit built into the head gives all the 
information you need to keep the filter and your equipment operating at peak efficiency.

Purity 600  
Without Display

Purity 450  
Without Display

Purity 450  
With Display

Purity 1200  
Without Display

Purity 600  
With Display

Purity 1200  
With Display

Replacement 
Cartridge For 
Purity 450

Replacement 
Cartridge For 
Purity 600

Replacement 
Cartridge For 
Purity 1200

Cold Water Dispensers  
(Purity C Range)
The Purity C range is designed for 
taste improvement so is suitable 
for cold water dispensers. It can 
also be used for small coffee 
and vending machines installed 
in soft water areas where taste 
improvement only is required.  
The unit uses the same heads  
as the rest of the Purity C range  
of filters.

Purity C1000  
Soft Water 
Cartridge

Purity C 
Fresh  
Soft Water 
Cartridge Purity C 30% Head

Code 
 17568

Code 
 17569

Code 
 17570

Code 
 15610

Code 
 9714

Code 
 9715

Code 
 9717

Code 
 9716

Code 
 9718

Code 
 17370

Code 
 17566

Code 
 9709

Purity Quell Range Purity 450 Purity 600 Purity 1200
Capacity at 12.5°clarke (bypass 40%) 4,217 litres 7,207 litres 13,187 litres
Capacity at 12.5°clarke (bypass 30%) 3,693 litres 6,337 litres 11,596 litres
Capacity at 12.5 Clarke (bypass 20%) 3,300 litres 5,640 litres 10,320 litres
Capacity at 12.5°clarke (bypass 10%) 2,994 litres 5,118 litres 9,364 litres
Dimensions (D x H) 249 x 407mm 249 x 519mm 288 x 545mm
Connections (inlet – outlet) 1” x ¾” 1” x ¾” 1” x ¾”
Operating position Horizontal/vertical Horizontal/vertical Horizontal/vertical

Ideal for soft water 

areas where taste 

improvment is required

Brita Purity Remote Display MDU
Enables the MDU display unit on a Quell ST to be 
mounted in a more visible position away from 
the cartridge. Can only be used with filter  
heads that incorporate the MDU display.

Brita Replacement 
Purity Display MDU

Code 
 17583

Code 
 17901
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Espresso Machines  
(Purity Finest Range)
Purity Finest produces the best espresso with a great 
crema. When it comes to espresso preparation the quality 
of the water is essential and it should taste fresh and 
odourless with a balanced mineral content. BRITA Purity 
Finest stabilises the PH of water which then produces an 
exceptional crema. Purity Finest gives a stable pH value 
whatever the quality of your water supply. Purity Finest 
protects equipment from scale.

Purity Finest 600 
Without Display

Purity Finest 1200 
Without Display

Purity Finest 600 
With Display

Purity Finest 1200 
With Display

Purity Finest  
1200 Cartridge 

Purity Finest  
600 Cartridge  

Purity C Finest  
500 Cartridge

Purity C 
0-70% Head

Code 
 17576

Code 
 17578

Code 
 17575

Code 
 17577

Code 
 17581

Code 
 17582

Code 
 17565

Code 
 17327

Purity Finest Range Purity Finest C500 Purity Finest 600 Purity Finest 1200
Capacity at 12.5 Clarke (bypass 10%) 3,755 litres 4,791 litres 8,874 litres
Capacity at 12.5 Clarke (bypass 0%) 3,414 litres 4,400 litres 8,150 litres
Dimensions (W x D x H) 149 x 149 x 555mm 249 x 249 x 520mm 288 x 288 x 550mm
Weight (dry/wet) 4.6kg/7.1kg 12kg/15kg 18kg/24kg
Connections (inlet - outlet) 3/8” x 3/8” 1” x 3/4” 1” x 3/4”
Operating position Vertical Vertical Vertical

Worldwide, the average person will spend a staggering £25,000 on bottled water and associated soft drinks in their lifetime, and the average UK consumer will drink 37.6 litres of bottled water each year.

BRITA Filter 
Accessories

Total Hardness Test Kit  
(measures permanent  
and temporary scale)

Code 
 17589

Purity C 
Flowmeter

Code 
 17585

Purity C Non 
Return Valve

Code 
 17587

Temp Hardness 
Test Kit (measures 
carbonate  
hardness scale)

Code 
 17588

Purity Adaptor 1 
inch F x 3/4M

Purity Adaptor 
3/8 inch F x 3/4M

Code 
 17895

Code 
 18219

Purity Hose Set

Code 
 17584

Purity C Base 
Plate Single

Code 
 17586
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Installation Items
We have listed here some of the most popular 
items used to install beverage machines. This 
is no way the whole offering we have but items 
used most often. To find all the items needed to 
install your equipment please contact us. 

Our customer services team are always on hand to 
offer advice about which hoses and fittings you 
may need.

Hoses
Braided Hoses straight x straight connectors

Code Size
 0011 3⁄8 x 3⁄8 - 0.5 mtr
 0012 3⁄8 x 3⁄8 - 1 mtr
 1965 3⁄8 x 3⁄8 - 1.5 mtr
 0245 3⁄8 x 3⁄8 - 2 mtr
 2833 3⁄8 x 3 ⁄4 - 1.5 mtr
 0014 1⁄2 x 1⁄2 - 1 mtr
 0015 1⁄2 x 1⁄2  - 1.5 mtr  
 15652 3⁄4 x 3⁄4 - 1.5 mtr  

Code Size
 0062 1⁄8
 0061 1⁄4
 0055 3⁄8
 0056 1⁄2
 0421 3⁄4

Code Size
 0063 1/8 x 1/4
 9066 1/8 x 3/8
 0059 1/4 x 3/8
 0054 3/8 x 3/4
 0058 3/8 x 1/2
 0060 3/4 x 1/2
 0057 3/4 x 1

Code Size
 0340 1/8M to 1/4F

 18429 1/8M to 3/8F
 0341 1/4M to 1/8F
 0070 1/4M to 3/8F
 0064 3/8M to 1/4F
 0065 3/8M to 3/8F
 0066 3/8M to 1/2F
 0067 3/8M to 3/4F
 0068 1/2M to 3/8F
 0069 1/2M to 3/4F

Code Size
 0246 3/4 x 3/4 - 0.5 mtr    
 0247 3/4 x 3/4 - 1 mtr       
 0248 3/4 x 3/4 - 1.5 mtr    

Code Size
 0802 3/8 x 3/8 - 0.5 mtr
 0013 3/8 x 3/8 - 1.5 mtr    

Braided Hoses Straight x Angled Connectors

Foodsafe Hoses

Code Size
 0598 3⁄8
 0599 1⁄2
 0007 3⁄4

Silicone Washers

Fittings
Equal straight connectors

Unequal straight connectors

Male to Female Connectors

Code Size
 0320 1/4 tubing 150 mtr
 19886 3/8 tubing per mtr

PE-12-EI-0500F-B 3/8 – 500 ft

Code Size
PI010823S 3/8M x 1/4PF
PI011203S 3/8M x 3/8PF

Code Size
 1480 3/4F x 1/4PF
 0303 3/4F x 3/8PF

Code Description
 0129 John Guest Tube Cutter

John Guest
Tubing (blue).

Push Fit Fittings

Code Size
 1477 Water Block 3/4F x 3/4M 
 1493 Pressure Reducing valve 3/4F 
 0092 Pressure Reducer 1/2F x 1/2F

Water Blocks, Pressure Valve

 1477  1493  0092
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Bespoke Barista & Cleaning Kits

We are able to offer a unique kit building service 
for our customers and kits can contain any 
products supplied by us. 

We build Barista kits for new machine installations or 
when a new account is won. We supply bespoke cleaning 
kits for automatic machines. You may require a simple 
barista kit containing a jug, thermometer and tamper 
or a kit to clean a machine for 3 months or choose a kit 
comprising of spares and replacements parts for the 
machines that you sell.

Whatever the kit - we can help!

How does it work? 
You tell us what you would like to go into the kit. We then 
issue a unique part code for your kit and set it up under 
your unique web login on our website. We’ll even source 
a box that fits your items perfectly and we can label up 
your kits with your product codes etc if required. When 
you come to order, simply order the number of kits you 
require and we’ll do the rest.

We don’t charge for building and boxing kits and if you are 
looking for large volumes there may even be a reduction 
in price! 

If you want any literature included just let us know - some 
clients have re-order sheets for their stores, COSHH 
sheets or information sheets.

We are happy to build one kit or one hundred kits but 
if you use a lot we will build them prior to order so we 
have stock ready and waiting. We will discuss your 
requirements at the time.

Below are some items that are commonly used in kits 
by our customers but remember if we supply it you can 
have it...and we are also happy to look at bringing in new 
products for larger orders!

Bespoke Barista & Cleaning Kits 
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